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Abstract
It has become clear that the global star formation rate in the Universe has been decreas-
ing since at least z ∼ 1, and blue, star-forming galaxies are transformed into red, passive
galaxies through one or more processes. The origin of this decline and transformation
remains unclear. The role environment plays in all this is especially uncertain. Despite
the observed domination of a passive population in the cores of clusters, in contrast to the
more actively star-forming field population, whether or not, and how environment affects
the properties of galaxies when they fall into clusters is an unsettled question. In this
thesis, we look into these issues by examining both the passive and star-forming galaxies,
from the cores out to the infall regions, in a large sample of clusters at 0.15 < z < 0.36 we
detected from the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey (CFHTLS).
We find that in the cores of clusters, the red-sequence galaxies are a mixture of two
populations, indicated by the inflexion in their luminosity function. There is no strong
evolution in the shape of the red-sequence between z ∼ 0.4 and z ∼ 0.2; however, from
z ∼ 0.2 to today, there is a rapid increase in the number of faint galaxies on the red-
sequence relative to the bright ones, suggesting a rapid quenching of the faint galaxies in
cluster cores within the last few billion years.
At z ∼ 0.2, we find that, at all stellar mass explored (9.0 < log10(M∗/ M) < 11.5),
the red fraction (star-forming fraction) has no dependence on the clustercentric distance
at 3 <∼ r <∼ 7 Mpc. However, within the inner 3 Mpc, there is a clear increase (decrease) in
the red fraction (star-forming fraction). Also, for the lowest stellar mass galaxies, their red
fraction has increased by a factor of 2 from z ∼ 0.3 to z ∼ 0.2 (over 1 Gyr), and yet we do
not detect any difference between the star formation properties of the star-forming galaxies
in clusters at all radii and that in the field. This suggests that for the low mass galaxies, it
is likely that a mechanism that truncates star formation rapidly (within 1 Gyr) is at work.
In the outskirts of the clusters, despite the low density contrast with the field, the red
fraction is still higher than that in the field, suggesting that those galaxies have had their
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Great progress has been made in the last century towards understanding the composition
of our Universe and how it came to be the way it is today. The discovery (by Penzias
and Wilson in 1965) of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) strongly supported the
Big Bang Model, according to which the Universe started in a hot and dense state, and
has been expanding and cooling ever since. This model naturally explains the largely
isotropic microwave background we see today. Subsequent observations from the Cosmic
Background Explorer (Mather et al., 1990; Smoot et al., 1991; Bennett et al., 1992) and the
more recent Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (Bennett et al., 2003; Komatsu et al.,
2003, 2009; Larson et al., 2010), together with other measurements from, for example,
supernovae (Knop et al., 2003), galaxy clustering (Cole et al., 2005), and gravitational
lensing (Contaldi et al., 2003), all point to a cold dark matter model. In this model, we
live in a flat Universe that is dominated by non-luminous components. About 72 per cent
of the energy in today’s Universe is in a form called dark-energy. It is the component that
keeps the Universe expanding, but the nature of it remains unclear. The normal baryonic
matter we can see only makes up about 5 per cent of today’s Universe, and the matter we
cannot see, the so called dark-matter, makes up the rest of the ∼23 per cent.
Even though we cannot see the dark matter directly, its influence on the luminous
matter around it was detected a long time ago. For example, as early as the 1930s, Zwicky
(1933) showed that the measured velocity dispersion of galaxies in a galaxy cluster (we will
describe the properties of galaxy clusters in Section 1.5) requires more mass than that from
the luminous matter alone. Further, in the 1970s, measurements of the rotational speed of
stars in disk galaxies by, e.g. Rubin & Ford (1970); Rubin et al. (1978); Clemens (1985),
showed that the rotation curve is flat at large radii. This is not the expected behavior if
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luminous matter is the only source of mass, in which case the curve should fall off with
increasing radius at large radii. Instead, more mass is needed to produce the constant
rotation curve.
Although initially the Universe was largely homogeneous and isotropic, there were small
scale fluctuations, with some regions being slightly overdense and others underdense. The
overdense regions collapse under gravity, and keep attracting more matter with the growing
gravitational potential. This process gives rise to the structure we see today.
The evolution of the dark matter is relatively straightforward because only gravity is
at work. In comparison, the formation of the luminous matter–stars and galaxies–involves
much more complicated physics. As dark matter halos collapse, the baryonic gas falling into
the potential well gets shock heated to the virial temperature. If the gas can radiate away
its energy quickly enough, it will condense and form galaxies. Under this general picture,
there are still many aspects of the formation of galaxies that we do not understand, as we
will see with the proceeding of this thesis. Below we discuss some important aspects of
galaxy formation.
1.2 Galaxy Formation
It has been known that galaxies we see today have a wide range of properties in terms of, for
example, morphology, colour, and star formation history. In terms of morphology (Hubble,
1936), some galaxies are dominated by a bulge component (usually referred to as early-type
or elliptical galaxies), while others have both a bulge and a prominent disk components
(late-type or spiral galaxies), and some are in between (S0 or lenticular). There seems to
be a correlation, although with scatter (Bernardi et al., 2006), between morphology and
colour and star formation, in the sense that bulge dominated galaxies tend to be redder
with low star formation activity, while disk dominated galaxies tend to be bluer with more
active star formation.
Many theories have been proposed to explain the evolution of the galaxies. In the
very early days, a process of “monolithic collapse” was proposed by Eggen et al. (1962)
to explain some of the observations of our own galaxy. In this scenario, a single large
cloud of gas collapses and forms the bulk of the stars on a short time scale. However, this
theory is unable to explain many other observations such as the retrograde orbits of some
of the stars. Another scenario, which has become standard, is the bottom-up scenario,
originally proposed by White & Rees (1978). In this framework, small structures form
first, then merge to form larger structures. During the merger, the disk of galaxies can
be destroyed and the end product will be an elliptical galaxy (Barnes & Hernquist, 1992;
Mihos & Hernquist, 1996; Cretton et al., 2001).
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It appears that the stellar population in elliptical galaxies is very uniform. This was
first supported by the observations that early type galaxies exhibit a very tight correlation
between colour and magnitude, with brighter ones being redder, as noticed in the early
studies by Visvanathan & Sandage (1977); Sandage & Visvanathan (1978a,b). In a later
study, Bower et al. (1992) showed that the bulk of the stars in elliptical galaxies is formed
early, prior to z ∼ 2. Note that this does not contradict the hierarchical formation scenario,
in which more massive structures form later. In contrary, it fits in well with the picture
that mergers of disk galaxies at high redshift result in elliptical galaxies and the stellar
population evolves passively afterwards. Continuous star formation is prevented through
some feedback processes, as discussed in Section 1.3.
Note that the slope of this tight correlation of early-type galaxies (usually referred to
as the red-sequence) could be due to either metallicity or/and age, which is called the
age-metallicity degeneracy (Worthey, 1994). The study by Kodama & Arimoto (1997)
showed that the slope of the red-sequence has little evolution with redshift, which cannot
be explained if age is the dominating factor, and thus concluded that metallicity dominates
the sequence. Nonetheless, some age variations are also detected along the sequence (e.g.
Trager et al., 2000; Smith et al., 2006; Allanson et al., 2009).
The tight red-sequence of early-type galaxies is the root of cluster detection techniques
that utilise optical colours, as we will discuss in Section 1.6.
1.3 Modelling of Galaxy Formation
One powerful way of gaining understanding of the growth of large-scale structure and
the evolution of galaxies with it is through modelling. Once the initial condition and
cosmological parameters are set, the evolution of the dark matter can be modelled very
well with N-body simulations, because the evolution is determined entirely by gravity.
So far, the largest N-body simulation is the Millennium Simulation, carried out at the
Max-Planck-Institute (Springel, 2005). It simulates the evolution of 1010 particles from
z = 127 to z = 0 in a box with the size of 500h−1 Mpc. Within these dark matter halos,
semi-analytic models (described below) can be implemented to model the formation of
galaxies.
In comparison, modelling the formation and evolution of galaxies is far more compli-
cated, due to the various complex physical processess involved that are not well understood,
such as the efficiency of gas cooling (and thus the efficiency of star formation), and the
recycling of the material from the previous generations of stars. Two main approaches
have been used. One is direct numerical simulation, in which hydrodynamics equations
that describe the gas dynamics are solved numerically (e.g. Katz et al., 1992; Evrard et al.,
1994; Navarro & Steinmetz, 1997). However, this method is limited by the resolution
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one can reach within finite computing time. The other approach is called “semi-analytic”
modelling. In this approach, prescriptions with simplified assumptions of various physical
processes involved in the star formation are pasted onto the dark matter simulations (e.g.
White & Frenk, 1991; Kauffmann et al., 1993; Cole et al., 1994, 2000; Baugh et al., 2005;
Croton et al., 2006; Bower et al., 2006; Benson & Bower, 2010).
One important development in the semi-analytical modelling is the implementation of
the “feedback”, which is required to explain the observed shape of the luminosity function
(number of galaxies as a function of luminosity). The luminosity function of the luminous
matter has a cut-off at the bright end, and has a slow increase at the faint end. This is
different from the distribution of dark matter halos, in the sense that high and low mass
halos are relatively under-occupied by galaxies (see Figure 1.1 for an illustration, taken
from Benson et al. 2003). Since galaxies form when gas in the halo cools, this discrepancy
means the efficiency of forming stars is suppressed in these high and low mass halos. So
the question is: why? For the low mass systems, the inclusion of supernova feedback (Cole
et al., 2000; Benson et al., 2003) and photoionization heating (Efstathiou, 1992) suppresses
the cooling of the gas, and alleviates the problem at the faint end. However, these processes
are too weak to prevent star formation in the more massive halos. Therefore, some stronger
energy source is needed. One popular mechanisms is the active galactic nucleus (AGN)
feedback, where the energy from the AGN reheats (or expels) the gas. This mechanism is
evoked to explain the absence of big blue central galaxies in clusters, which would form
if gas can keep cooling down to the centre. Semi-analytical models that implement the
AGN feedback are able to reproduce the shape of the bright end of the luminosity function
(Croton et al., 2006).
With these feedback processes included, semi-analytical models have been able to suc-
cessfully reproduce many observed galaxy properties, such as the bimodality of the colour
distribution. However, there are also observations that the models fail to reproduce. For
example, models predict too many red galaxies in galaxy groups and clusters (more in
Section 1.8), which indicates there is still a problem in our understanding of the quenching
of star formation.
One important ingredient of the modelling of galaxy formation is the stellar population
synthesis model. This was originally proposed by Tinsley & Gunn (1976). Assuming some
initial mass function (the distribution of masses stars are born with), and star formation
history, the stars are evolved according to theoretical and empirically calibrated evolution-
ary tracks. With this, the composite stellar population of galaxies can be constructed,
and the spectral energy distribution of the galaxies can be extracted at any age (redshift).
Convolving this with the response curves of different filters, the observed properties such
as the colour and magnitude of galaxies can be obtained, at any redshift. The most uncer-
tainty in the synthesis model lies in the treatment of the asymptotic giant branch (AGB)
and post-AGB stars. Over the years, many stellar synthesis models have been developed
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Figure 1.1: Fig. 1 from Benson et al. (2003), which shows the difference between the shape
of the distribution of the luminous matter (different symbols), and that of the dark matter
(short dashed straight line). The other lines represent models including various physical
processes, as described in the legend, in an attempt to reconcile the shapes.
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with various improvements (e.g. Bruzual A., 1983; Arimoto & Yoshii, 1986; Buzzoni, 1989;
Bruzual A. & Charlot, 1993; Charlot & Longhetti, 2001; Bruzual & Charlot, 2003; Maras-
ton, 2005; Vazdekis et al., 2010). In the study presented in Chapter 2, we use the model
by Bruzual & Charlot (2003) to predict the colour of red-sequence galaxies at different
redshifts.
1.4 Global Evolution of Star Formation
We have also learned a great deal about the evolution of the global star formation rate in
the Universe. Early studies (e.g Lilly et al., 1996; Madau et al., 1996) have showed that
the star formation rate density peaked at about z ∼ 1− 2, and has decreased by a factor
of ∼ 10 since then. This decrease spans all stellar mass ranges down to less than 109M
(Gilbank et al., 2010). Furthermore, it appears that the contribution to the star formation
rate density is shifting from more massive galaxies to lower mass ones with decreasing
redshift (e.g. Cowie et al., 1996; Cowie & Barger, 2008; Damen et al., 2009).
Considering just the actively star-forming galaxies, their star formation rate has been
decreasing with redshift (Noeske et al., 2007), and this is accompanied by an increase in
the number of passive galaxies (Pozzetti et al., 2009). The study by Bell et al. (2007)
showed that, if the stars formed in blue galaxies since z ∼ 1 were to stay in blue galaxies,
their stellar mass today would be overproduced, which indicates a transformation of blue
galaxies onto the red-sequence. This is consistent with the study by Bell et al. (2004),
where it was shown that the stellar mass of the red-sequence galaxies has increased by a
factor of ∼ 2 since z ∼ 1.
The origin of this global decline of star formation activity remains unclear. On one
hand, it could be due to processes that are internal to galaxies, such as the consumption
of gas, or the supernova and AGN feedback that prevent stars from forming. On the
other hand, it could also be due to some mechanisms related to the hierarchical growth of
structure. Among the various possible processes, the role environment (ranging from voids
to superclusters) plays in quenching star formation is especially uncertain. The goal of this
thesis is to gain more insight into this, by looking at galaxies in large samples of clusters
and their surrounding structures. Note, although only a small fraction of the galaxies
reside in the cores of galaxy clusters, evidence (see Section 1.7) has started to indicate
that the influence of the environment starts before galaxies reach the very central regions,
which means it could have a profound influence on the global star formation rate.
Since the focus of this thesis is on galaxy clusters, in the following sections, we first
introduce the basic properties of galaxy clusters, and how they can be detected. Then we
will discuss observational evidence of the quenching of the star formation in clusters. In
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the last part of this introduction, we will describe the specific projects that are presented
in this thesis.
1.5 Basic Properties of Clusters
There is a range of environments in which a galaxy may reside. The lowest density regions
are the voids, where galaxies are relatively isolated. The intermediate environment is galaxy
groups, which usually consist of a few to tens of large, gravitationally bound galaxies.
Galaxy clusters represent the densest and largest virialised structure in the Universe, and
they grow by accreting galaxies from the field (e.g. Lacey & Cole, 1993). Typical rich
clusters consist of hundreds of massive galaxies, and the space between them is filled with
hot, X-ray emitting gas (T ∼ 108K) (Mitchell et al., 1976). The total mass (mostly dark
matter) function of different structures is continuous, but typically halos that have mass
greater than about 1014M are considered clusters. The mass can be estimated in several
ways, such as through the velocity dispersion of its member galaxies, the caustic technique,
weak lensing and X-ray analysis. Some details are discussed in Chapter 4.
The typical virial radius, within which galaxy orbits are in virial equilibrium (of course
this does not apply to clusters that are not dynamically relaxed yet, e.g. in the process of
merging), is about ∼ 1 − 2 Mpc. The influence of a cluster can go far beyond the virial
radius, out to ∼10 Mpc, where the density decreases to that similar to the field. As seen
in simulations such as the Millennium Simulation, around clusters there are large-scale
structures of filaments and sheets, and galaxies and groups of galaxies fall into clusters
along these structures. Therefore, this accretion zone is of particular interest, as we will
see below.
1.6 Cluster Detection
Because of the above described properties, there are several ways that clusters can be
detected, at different wavelengths. We will discuss some of the most common ones briefly
in this section.
In the early days, the first homogeneous cluster catalogue was constructed by Abell
(1958), by visually examining the overdensity of galaxies on Palomar Observatory Sky
Survey photographic plates. With the development of new devices and thus large digitized
surveys, more advanced techniques have been developed. For example, Postman et al.
(1996) developed a “matched-filter” method, which searches for clusters by filtering data
with a model that describes the luminosity and spatial distribution of galaxies in a clus-
ter. Subsequent studies have made various variations and improvements over the original
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matched-filter method (e.g. Gilbank et al., 2004; Olsen et al., 2007; Grove et al., 2009;
Milkeraitis et al., 2010).
More recently, the Red-sequence Cluster Survey (RCS) (Gladders & Yee, 2000; Yee
et al., 2007), designed to search for galaxy clusters, was carried out on the Canada-France-
Hawaii Telescope (CFHT). It covers ∼1000 square degrees of the sky, in three passbands.
The idea behind this technique is that in the core of every rich cluster, there is a tight
red-sequence in the colour and magnitude distribution of galaxies. Therefore, looking
for a spatial overdensity of galaxies that are on the red-sequence effectively reduces the
background contamination. Most of our studies presented in this thesis are based on a
large sample of galaxy clusters we detected from the CFHT Legacy Survey (CFHTLS,
more in Section 1.10) using a method based on this technique, with modifications.
Several cluster catalogues have been constructed, using different methods, out of the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), a five-band imaging and spectroscopy survey (York
et al., 2000). One of them is the C4 algorithm (Miller et al., 2005), which uses four
colours, redshift, and position information to look for overdensities of galaxies. Another
is the MaxBCG method (Koester et al., 2007). This method uses the fact that most
rich clusters have a brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) sitting at the centre, and thus they
evaluate the likelihood of a galaxy being a BCG through its colour and magnitude and its
local density. Another commonly used group/cluster finder is call the Friends-of-Friends
algorithm, which has been applied with different modifications by Weinmann et al. (2006a)
and Yang et al. (2007).
The above mentioned optical surveys all require deep imaging. A noval technique that
requires only shallow imaging was developed by Dalcanton (1996) and implemented in
the Las Campanas Distant Cluster Survey (Gonzalez et al., 2001). The idea behind this
technique is to look for excess of integrated light of cluster galaxies that are not individually
detected.
In addition to these optical cluster detection techniques, the hot X-ray emitting gas in
galaxy clusters provides another way of detecting them. Many clusters have been found
this way from X-ray surveys carried out with the ROSAT satellite (Voges et al., 1999;
Böhringer et al., 2000; Ebeling et al., 2001) and more recently with XMM-Newton and
Chandra (Romer et al., 2001; Green et al., 2004; Pacaud et al., 2007). In fact, one of the
clusters which we will study in detail in Chapter 4, is the most X-ray luminous cluster
known, discovered by the ROSAT satellite.
Further, clusters can be detected through the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) effect (Sunyaev
& Zeldovich, 1972) , which refers to the distortion in the observed CMB spectrum due to
the scatter of the CMB photons passing through the hot intracluster medium (Vanderlinde
et al., 2010). Weak lensing, which measures the distortion of distant galaxies due to the
concentration of mass of galaxy clusters is also a viable way of detecting clusters (Wittman
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et al., 2001, 2006; Gavazzi & Soucail, 2007). At high redshift z >∼ 2, many radio galaxies
reside in overdensity regions, and thus searching around radio galaxies is another way of
detecting (proto)clusters (e.g. Miley & De Breuck, 2008).
Each detection technique has its own advantages and drawbacks. Optically selected
clusters are prone to the projection effect, where two groups of galaxies projected along
the line-of-sight would be considered as one rich cluster. These two scenarios would be
hard to distinguish without follow-up spectroscopy. According to the estimate from the
RCS cluster sample, contamination from projected systems is about 5 to 10 per cent over
0.4 < z < 1 (Gilbank et al., 2008). In comparison, X-ray detection does not suffer as much
from the projection effect. However, it is difficult to pick out X-ray underluminous clusters
(either intrinsically or below the detection limit), and thus would bias the sample.
1.7 Observations of Quenching in Clusters
As discussed in Section 1.5, galaxy clusters represent the largest gravitationally bound
structures and the densest environments in the Universe. In this section, we describe some
of the observations related to clusters in the literature.
The early study by Dressler (1980) using 55 rich clusters (z < 0.06) found a correlation
between the morphology of the galaxies and their local density, in the sense that there are
more early type galaxies in high density regions (such as the core of galaxy clusters than
that in low density regions. Since then, with the advent of large surveys such as SDSS
(?), 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey (Colless et al., 2001), and CFHTLS, it has been well
established that in the core of today’s galaxy clusters there are more galaxies with redder
colours and lower average star formation rates, relative to the field (Gómez et al., 2003;
Balogh et al., 2004a; Weinmann et al., 2006a; Haines et al., 2006).
A lot has been learned about the evolution of galaxy clusters over the years. In the
1970s, Butcher & Oemler (1978) found that two clusters at z ∼ 0.4 have a higher fraction
of galaxies with blue colours when compared to local clusters. This is now referred to as
the Butcher-Oemler (BO) effect, and was soon confirmed with a larger sample in their
subsequent study (Butcher & Oemler, 1984).
Since the discovery of the original BO effect, subsequent studies have found different
flavors of the BO effect. For example, Couch & Sharples (1987) found that there are more
galaxies with strong Balmer lines in their spectra (indicating truncation of star formation)
at higher redshift. This is termed by Kodama & Bower (2001) as the spectroscopic BO
effect.
In terms of the morphology, since the study by Dressler (1980), the morphology-density
relation has been found to be in place out to z ∼ 0.5 (Couch et al., 1994; Dressler et al.,
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1997; Couch et al., 1998; Smail et al., 1997) and even to z ∼ 1 (Smith et al., 2005).
These studies also showed that in general the fraction of early-type galaxies decreases with
redshift, which is referred to as the morphological BO effect by Kodama & Bower (2001).
The different forms of the BO effect are clearly related to each other, but its origin is
still debated (see next section). Nonetheless, they indicate that star formation in clusters
is decreasing with time. It is worth pointing out that this decrease is not a cluster specific
phenomenon, because the global star formation rate is declining as well (as discussed in
Section 1.4). However, a careful comparison by Kodama & Bower (2001) showed that,
although the star formation activities in both clusters and the field are declining since
z ∼ 1, the decline in cluster cores is faster than that in the field.
It has become clear that a key parameter that decides the colour or star formation rate
of a galaxy is its stellar mass. The study by Kauffmann et al. (2003) showed that galaxies
with stellar mass above 3× 1010M tend to be older, and those with lower stellar masses
are younger. Therefore, it is important to point out that the lower star formation rate in
clusters is not entirely due to the domination of massive galaxies in clusters (Baldry et al.,
2006); as showed for example by Kimm et al. (2009), at a fixed stellar mass, there is still
a higher fraction of passive galaxies in clusters relative to the field.
From studying the passive population alone, a lot can be learned about the quenching
of star formation. There have been many studies on the build-up of the red-sequence
galaxies (especially the faintest or lowest–mass galaxies) in the inner region of clusters in
the literature. Yet, the results are controversial. Some studies found a significant deficit of
faint red-sequence galaxies in high redshift clusters, relative to that in low redshift clusters.
This favors a scenario in which low mass galaxies have their star formation shut off and
move onto the red-sequence at z <∼ 1 (De Lucia et al., 2007; Stott et al., 2007; Gilbank
et al., 2008). Other studies found no evolution of the faint-end of the red-sequence since
z ∼ 1.3, implying the build-up was complete by z ∼ 1.3 (Andreon, 2008; Crawford et al.,
2009). This is the focus of one of the projects presented in this thesis.
As described before, in the hierarchical galaxy formation model, clusters grow by ac-
creting galaxies from the field (e.g. Lacey & Cole, 1993). Therefore, the difference between
the galaxy properties in the field and clusters indicates that there has to be some transfor-
mation. In the following section, we describe several popular mechanisms that have been
proposed.
1.8 Environmental Quenching
As mentioned before, in galaxy clusters the space between galaxies is filled with hot X-ray
emitting gas. Therefore, the cold gas in the disk of a galaxy can be stripped by the pressure
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felt by the galaxy when travelling through the dense intracluster medium, thus shutting
off star formation. This process is referred to as ram-pressure stripping as proposed by
Gunn & Gott (1972). A more gradual process is starvation or strangulation (Larson et al.,
1980). The study by Larson et al. (1980) showed that star formation is sustained by gas
falling into a galaxy from a surrounding envelope. Therefore, if this loosely bound halo
gas is stripped away, there is no fuel available for replenishment, and star formation will
cease after the cold gas that is already in the disk is consumed. Other popular mechanisms
include harassment (Moore et al., 1996) and tidal stripping (e.g. Fujita, 1998).
There has been lots of debate on the effectiveness of these different processes. The
direct observation of the stripped HI region by e.g. Kenney et al. (2004) supports the ram-
pressure scenario. However, this requires a very dense intracluster medium and high galaxy
velocities, and thus is not likely to be effective outside the cores of clusters. Whether or not
galaxies go through a star-bursting phase triggered by cluster specific mechanisms is also
debated. Many groups have suggested that the cluster environment triggers a star-bursting
phase and thus the gas is exhausted quickly this way (e.g. Barger et al., 1996; Poggianti
et al., 1999). While other studies such as Balogh et al. (1999) and Morris et al. (1998)
did not detect a larger number of galaxies with starburst relative to the field, and suggest
the cluster environment is not particularly effective in inducing starbursts. Instead, the
cessation of star formation is more likely to be a gradual process. Another possible scenario
is that the burst happens earlier, within infalling groups (Tran et al., 2009).
Galaxy formation models (e.g. Bower et al., 2006) that assume the hot gas associated
with the galaxies’ parent dark matter halos is stripped immediately once they enter the
group or cluster environment fail to reproduce certain observed properties, such as the
fraction of red galaxies in groups and clusters (Weinmann et al., 2006a; Baldry et al.,
2006). Revised models with reduced stripping efficiency that allow galaxies to retain some
gas still fail to reproduce the observed colour distribution of cluster galaxies (e.g. Font
et al., 2008). This indicates a fundamental problem in our understanding of the physics
that happens in dense environments. Therefore, we need further observations to constrain
model parameters.
1.9 The Infall Regions
It has become clear that the low star formation rate of cluster galaxies is not restricted to
those in the cluster cores. Studies by e.g. Balogh et al. (1997, 1998); Lewis et al. (2002)
showed that the star formation rate is suppressed relative to the field beyond ∼ 2 virial
radii. Also, various studies have found a low star formation rate and a high fraction of
early type galaxies in groups (Jeltema et al., 2007; Wilman et al., 2008; McGee et al., 2008;
Balogh et al., 2009) Those studies detect a change in the fraction of star-forming galaxies
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as a function of distance from cluster centres, but the change in star formation rate of
the star-forming galaxies themselves has not been detected. A recent study by Peng et al.
(2010) showed, using the SDSS data, that the specific star formation rate of star-forming
galaxies is the same in the lowest and highest density regions.
It has been proposed by several studies (e.g. Zabludoff & Mulchaey, 1998; Balogh et al.,
2000; Gonzalez et al., 2005) that galaxies might be “pre-processed”, meaning the quenching
of star formation starts long before galaxies reach the core of clusters. Recently, Balogh
& McGee (2010) used a sample of groups and clusters from the SDSS and found a very
small intrinsic scatter in the fraction of passive galaxies. This cannot be explained if the
quenching starts after galaxies are accreted onto the clusters. Instead, this requires that
the quenching starts in halos that have mass less than ∼ 1013M.
Simulations have shown that clusters are surrounded by large-scale structures such
as filaments and sheets, and galaxies are accreted mainly along these structures (Bond
et al., 1996; Colberg et al., 1999). These accretion zones are where galaxies reside before
they reach the cluster cores, and thus might be an attractive candidate for where the
transformation of galaxies happens. However, studying the infall regions of clusters is
very difficult. Because of the low density contrast with the foreground/background field,
photometric study is only possible by stacking a very large number of clusters. For the
same reason, the current spectroscopic studies on the infall regions are limited by sparse
sampling and small sample size.
The Panoramic Imaging and Spectroscopy of Cluster Evolution with Subaru (PISCES)
project, taking advantage of the wide-field of view of the Subaru Telescope (Iye et al.,
2004), was designed to study distant clusters out to large radius from the cluster centres
(Kodama et al., 2005). In an early study, Kodama et al. (2001) traced large-scale struc-
tures around a cluster at z ∼ 0.4 out to > 5Mpc using photometric redshifts, and they
found a sharp transition of colour in a local density that corresponds to subclumps along
the filamentary structures. In a subsequent study, Tanaka et al. (2006) spectroscopically
confirmed the large-scale structure around a high redshift cluster at z ∼ 0.8, and showed
that the composite spectra of galaxies in clumps in the outskirts and those in the field
show strong Balmer absorption, indicating recent star formation activity.
Galaxy groups in the infall regions are particularly interesting. The recent study by
McGee et al. (2009) suggests that a large fraction of galaxies that accrete onto clusters are
in groups (but see Berrier et al., 2009). Therefore, as we will describe in the following
section, in the project presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis, we will introduce a detailed
study of two contrasting clusters, focusing on groups in the outskirt regions.
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1.10 This Thesis
It is the goal of this thesis to look into some aspects of the transformation of galaxy
properties with the growth of large-scale structure, over the last 5 billion years. We do
this by examining the passive and star-forming galaxies in a large sample of clusters, and
groups in the outskirt regions of two contrasting clusters. In this section, we first give more
description on the data used in these projects, and then outline the structure of the thesis.
Most of our studies here are based on a large sample of clusters at 0.15 < z < 0.35 we
detected from the CFHTLS Wide Survey. The CFHTLS Wide Survey is an ideal choice
of data for the science goals we are after here for several reasons: its depth allows us to
probe low-mass galaxies; its photometry in u∗, g′, r′, i′, z′ filters allows using multi-colour
information to reduce background (more on this in Chapter 2); its overlap with other
surveys allows multi-wavelength studies; it covers a large area that provides large samples
of clusters; and its high image quality will enable future morphology studies. In addition
to the optical data, we obtained GALEX NUV coverage over the whole legacy fields. With
these data, we will examine the properties of the star-forming galaxies in those clusters,
and the number of star-forming galaxies relative to the passive ones as a function of radius.
In another project, we study in detail the structures around the most X-ray luminous
cluster known, RX J1347-1145. We detected photometrically, using wide-field imaging data
obtained with MegaCam, an elongated large-scale structure going through the cluster core,
and followed it up with spectroscopic observations. This interesting structure leads to a
future project, where we will spectroscopically identify groups in and outside the structure,
and compare their properties with that in a cluster at a similar redshift but with no obvious
surrounding large-scale structure. We will also compare those groups with isolated groups
in the field, and thus put more constraints on the effect of environment on altering galaxy
properties.
In Chapter 2, we present our study on the passive red-sequence galaxies from our
CFHTLS cluster sample. This chapter is almost as it is published in the Monthly Notices
of the Royal Astronomical Society. This is a multi-author paper, but the only part of the
analysis that I did not lead was the calculation of the correlation-function.
In Chapter 3, we present the results on our examination of the actively star-forming
population in clusters out to regions well beyond the virial radius. The content of this
chapter is the main body of a paper in preparation.
In Chapter 4, we present a study of the dynamics and large-scale structure of RX J1347-
1145, using spectroscopic data obtained on the Magellan Telescope, and photometric data
on CFHT. The content in this chapter is mostly from a paper that is published in the
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society. The section regarding the gravitational
lensing was the only part I did not lead.
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It has been established that the galaxy population today can be broadly divided into two
categories: those that have red colours, consisting of mostly non-star-forming galaxies (the
‘red-sequence’); and those with blue colours and active star formation (the ‘blue cloud’).
This colour bimodality can be modelled by a sum of two Gaussian distributions (Balogh
et al., 2004a,b; Baldry et al., 2004), and it has been observed out to z ∼ 1 (Bell et al.,
2004). The red population exhibits a tight correlation between colour and magnitude, with
brighter galaxies being redder. Due to the age-metallicity degeneracy (Worthey, 1994), the
slope of this colour-magnitude relation (CMR) of the red population could be attributed to
either an age or metallicity sequence. The study by Kodama & Arimoto (1997) concluded
that metallicity variation dominates the slope, because of its relatively slow evolution.
Nonetheless, some age variation along the red-sequence is also detected (e.g. Trager et al.,
2000; Nelan et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2006; Allanson et al., 2009).
The origin of red-sequence galaxies is still an open question. Studies by Bell et al. (2004)
and Faber et al. (2007) concluded that brighter red-sequence galaxies are built up through
dry mergers since z ∼ 1, based on observations that the B−band luminosity density of
red-sequence galaxies remains constant since z ∼ 0.9. With the dimming of galaxies, the
luminosity density would be overproduced if the number density of red-sequence galaxies
remained constant, as in the pure passive evolution scenario. However, other studies by, for
example, Cimatti et al. (2006) and Scarlata et al. (2007), showed that the number density
of the massive red galaxies remains constant and their luminosity function is consistent
with passive evolution. It is the number density of less-massive galaxies that decreases
rapidly with increasing redshift, and this can be explained by a gradual quenching of star
formation in those galaxies. Therefore, no significant amount of dry mergers are required
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to explain the formation of massive red-sequence galaxies. Which of the two proposed
scenarios is more important is still not clear.
As to how the faint end of the red-sequence builds up, it is even less clear. Especially in
galaxy clusters, different studies have yielded conflicting results. For example, observations
by De Lucia et al. (2007), Stott et al. (2007) and Gilbank et al. (2008) found a significant
deficit of faint red-sequence galaxies in high redshift clusters, compared to low redshift
clusters. This supports a scenario where low mass galaxies have their star formation
shut off and move onto the red-sequence recently (z <∼ 1). However, Andreon (2008) and
Crawford et al. (2009) found no evolution of the faint-end slope spanning 0 < z < 1.3,
which implies the build-up of the faint red-sequence galaxies was completed by z ∼ 1.3.
Current galaxy formation models (e.g. Bower et al., 2006) produce too many red galaxies
in clusters and groups that are not observed (Wolf et al., 2005; Weinmann et al., 2006a,b;
Baldry et al., 2006), indicating a fundamental problem in our understanding of how star
formation is quenched in dense environments. More precise observations are needed to
resolve this problem.
In this work, we make use of optical imaging data from the Canada-France-Hawaii
Telescope Legacy Survey (CFHTLS) data to construct a large sample of 127 clusters and
study their red-sequence luminosity functions over the redshift range 0.17 ≤ z ≤ 0.36. In
§2.2 and §2.3 we describe the data, and the cluster detection algorithm. The properties of
our cluster catalogue, and a local comparison sample are described in §2.4 and §2.5. We
present our methods for measuring the red-sequence luminosity function and dwarf-to-giant
ratio in §2.6, and the results in §2.7. In §2.8 we discuss the comparison with literature and
possible systematics, and conclude in §2.9.
Throughout this work, we assume a cosmology with present day matter density param-
eter Ωm = 0.3, vacuum energy density parameter ΩΛ = 0.7, and Hubble constant Ho=70
km s−1 Mpc−1. All magnitudes are in the AB system unless otherwise specified.
2.2 Data
2.2.1 The Survey
The CFHTLS is a joint Canadian and French imaging survey in u∗, g′, r′, i′ and z′ filters
using MegaCam, with an approximately 1x1 square degree field of view. We use the “Wide”
and “Deep” surveys in this work. The Wide survey covers a total area of 171 square degrees
with a total exposure time of about 2500 seconds in g′ band, 1000 seconds in r′ band and
4300 seconds in i′ band per pointing. The Deep survey contains four 1 square degree fields
with exposure times ranging from 33 hours in u∗ band to 132 hours in i′ band.
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W1 W2 W3 W4
Total (sq. deg) 72 25 49 25
Used in this work (sq. deg) 42 20 41 16
Table 2.1: Total area covered by the Wide survey and area used in this work.
The survey started in 2003 and is now complete, but not all data have been processed
and released yet. The data we used in this work are from data release T0004 (released
internally July 3, 2007). We carry out our cluster detection using the Wide survey data
over a total area of 119 square degrees (details summarized in Table 2.2.1), where the
photometry in all three of the filters, g′, r′ and i′, is available. We use data from one of
the four Deep fields, D1, as auxiliary data to examine surface brightness selection effects
(§2.2.2) and other possible systematics (§2.8.3).
2.2.2 Photometry
For our analysis, we are interested in measuring the colours and total magnitudes of galax-
ies. The photometric catalogue we use was produced by TERAPIX (Traitement Elemen-
taire, Reduction et Analyse des PIXels de megacam). Magnitudes in the catalogue are
measured using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996) within different apertures. We take
mag auto, where flux is measured within the Kron radius, as the total magnitude of galax-
ies.
We measure colours of galaxies using magnitudes within a fixed aperture of 4.7 arcsec
in diameter. The seeing? of all images in this release is better than 1.3 arcsec, and the
typical seeing of each pointing is ∼0.94 arcsec in g′, ∼0.86 arcsec in r′ and ∼0.81 arcsec
in i′. For each pointing, the maximum difference in the seeing of the stacked, single-filter
images between g′, r′ and i′ band is less than 0.5 arcsec in the worst case − small compared
with the radius of the aperture used to measure the colour. Therefore, we do not convolve
the images in different filters to the same seeing. TERAPIX compared the photometry
of objects in the overlap regions between the CFHTLS and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS) (York et al., 2000), and found that the mean offset in g′, r′,and i′ filters in each
individual pointing ranges from ∼ 0.01 to ∼ 0.05 mag.
The galactic E(B-V) extinction calculated using the Schlegel et al. (1998) dust map is
provided in the catalogue for each object. We use the A/E(B-V) values given in Schlegel
et al. (1998) in SDSS (York et al., 2000) u, g, r, i, and z filters to calculate the extinction
?defined by TERAPIX as twice the median half-light radius of a selection of point sources on each
CCD as measured by SExtractor.
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correction and apply this to the observed magnitude. The median extinction in r′ band is
0.072 mag in W1, 0.056 in W2, 0.032 in W3 and 0.217 in W4.
Depth and Photometric Uncertainty
To examine how surface brightness might affect the completeness of the sample, we plot
the surface brightness for the brightest pixel, µmax (which is a good proxy for the central
surface brightness, measured using SExtractor), vs. magnitude for galaxies that are in
the overlap region between D1 and W1, as shown in the left column in Figure 2.1. Blue
points represent objects in D1 and red points W1. In g′ band, at about g′ ∼ 25, W1
starts to become incomplete due to the surface brightness detection limit. To quantify
this, we calculate the fraction of sources in D1 that are also detected in W1 as a function
of magnitude. As shown in the right column of Figure 2.1, W1 is ∼ 100 per cent complete
at g′ = 25, and r′ = 24. Since the (g′ − r′) colour of red galaxies at the highest redshift
we focus on in this work is around 1.8 (Figure 2.5), we make a cut at r′ = 23.2 to ensure
completeness in the g′ band.
To determine the uncertainty on the colour, we examine the difference in the colours
measured from each pointing, for galaxies in the overlap regions between pointings.‡ In
Figure 2.2, we plot the standard deviation of (g′ − r′) (left panel) and (r′ − i′) (right
panel) colour differences as a function of magnitude, and fit the logarithm of it by two
straight lines. At the magnitude limit of r′ = 23.2 of our catalogue, the uncertainty on
the (g′− r′) colour is about 0.2 mag, which makes isolating red-sequence galaxies from the
contamination of the blue cloud less reliable at fainter magnitudes (see §2.6).
2.2.3 Star-Galaxy Separation
TERAPIX classified objects in the magnitude range 17.5 < i′ < 21.0, using the stellar
locus in the half-light radius vs. magnitude plot, in a series of 10 arcmin cells distributed
over each MegaCam stack. All objects fainter than i′ = 21.0 are considered galaxies.
At magnitudes brighter than i′ = 17.5, we keep objects that have SExtractor parameter
class star ≤ 0.98, but exclude those on the stellar locus, as galaxies. Objects in our final
galaxy catalogue are plotted as small points in Figure 2.3, and stars are represented by
circles. Only a subset of the data is plotted for clarity.
‡The residual mean offset in colour between two overlapping pointings is < 0.05 mag, and we correct
for this residual offset before we stack all the overlap regions together to examine the distribution of the
difference between colours measured from two overlapping pointings.
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Figure 2.1: Left column: central surface brightness, µmax, as a function of g
′ (top) and r′
(bottom) magnitude. Red points are objects in W1 and blue points D1. Right column:
fraction of sources in D1 that are also detected in W1, as a function of magnitude.
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Figure 2.2: Left panel: the standard deviation of (g′ − r′) colour differences in overlap-
ping pointings as a function of r′ magnitude, fitted by two straight lines on logarithmic
scale. Right panel: the standard deviation of (r′ − i′) colour differences as a function of i′
magnitude.
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Figure 2.3: Half-light radius vs. magnitude. Points represent a subset of the galaxies




The cluster detection method we use is based on the spirit of the cluster-red-sequence
(CRS) method (Gladders & Yee, 2000), but with some modifications. The foundation of
the CRS technique is that in every cluster there is a population of red galaxies that forms
a tight red-sequence in the colour-magnitude diagram (CMD), which can be used as an
overdensity indicator. Four major steps are involved in the cluster detection: 1) model the
CMD at different redshifts; 2) select a subsample of galaxies that belongs to each colour
slice; 3) count galaxies around a grid of positions in the sky and estimate the background
in the same way; 4) select overdensities as cluster candidates. Below, we describe each step
in detail.
2.3.1 Model CMD
First we model the CMD for the red-sequence galaxies. Since we only need a model that
produces the correct CMR over a small redshift range, and we will calibrate it empirically,
a simple model is sufficient. We use a single burst model from Bruzual & Charlot (2003)
with a Salpeter IMF and formation redshift of zf ∼2. We follow the passive evolution
of galaxies with different metallicities, and calibrate the model by defining a magnitude-
metallicity relation so that it reproduces the observed CMD of E+S0 galaxies in Coma
(slope −0.0743, zero point 4.21, Bower et al. 1992). The resulting magnitude-metallicity
relation is in good agreement with the result from a more complicated model by Kodama
& Arimoto (1997).
Under the assumption that this magnitude-metallicity relation does not evolve with
redshift, we can define for each metallicity a correlation between the model colour and
magnitude for the passively-evolving galaxies at each redshift. We fit the resulting CMR
with a straight line. To model m∗ at different redshifts, we take the m∗ at z = 0 estimated
by Blanton et al. (2001) using SDSS data, transform it into CFHTLS filters, and evolve it
using the same model with solar metallicity.
Figure 2.4 shows the CFHTLS filter transmission curves† , and into which filters the
4000Å break (the most prominent feature in a red-sequence galaxy’s spectrum) falls at
different redshifts. When the 4000Å break is in the g′ filter, the (g′ − r′) colour is very
sensitive to a small shift of the break position, and thus gives the best redshift resolution.
When the break is approaching the boundary between g′ and r′ filters, the (g′ − r′) colour
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Figure 2.4: Position of the 4000Å break at different redshifts in CFHTLS filters. Solid
curves are total filter transmissions (filter+mirror+optics+CCD), and triangles indicate
the positions of the 4000Å break at different redshifts.
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Table 2.2: Model m∗ and colour at m∗ as a function of redshift.
Figure 2.5 shows the modelled (g′ − r′) vs. r′ diagram as a function of redshift, with
m∗ indicated. The redshift interval between slices is 0.03. The m∗ and colour at m∗ are
tabulated in Table 2.3.1, with a small, empirical correction applied to the redshifts as
discussed in §2.4.3.
2.3.2 Subsamples in each Colour Slice
The next step is to construct a subsample of galaxies for each redshift based on the colours
of the galaxies. At each redshift, we define a colour slice centred on the model CMR, with
the half width determined by the intrinsic scatter in the colours of red-sequence galaxies,
0.075 (Gladders & Yee, 2000). The colour slices overlap with each other to avoid missing
clusters on the edge of each colour slice. We then calculate, for each galaxy, the probability
that it belongs to a specific colour slice, assuming that the probability distribution of the
colour of each galaxy is Gaussian, with σ = 4c, dominated by the colour errors estimated
from the overlapping regions as shown in Figure 2.2. For each colour slice, all galaxies
with probabilities larger than 10 per cent are selected. A subset of the galaxies from W1
that are associated with the colour slice at z = 0.25 are shown as points in Figure 2.5. At
the faint end, due to the larger colour uncertainties, galaxies belonging to that colour slice
spread out of the boundary of the slice.
This colour-weighting step is the same as prescribed by Gladders & Yee (2000). In the
original CRS technique, after the colour weighting, a magnitude weighting is applied to
downweight the fainter galaxies because the contrast between cluster and the field is lower
at faint magnitudes. We do not want to bias our detected clusters to a certain luminosity
function shape, so we do not apply any magnitude-weighting here. However, to avoid high
contamination from the field at the very faint magnitudes, we only use galaxies brighter
than m∗ + 2 for detection. For the purpose of our study here, we only need a sample of









Figure 2.5: Model CMD in CFHTLS filters as a function of redshift with m∗ indicated.
The redshift interval is 4z = 0.03. The z ∼ 0 relation is calibrated to Coma (Bower et al.,
1992). The CMD is evolved passively, with a fixed magnitude-metallicity relation. Points
represent a subset of galaxies from W1 that are associated with the colour slice at z = 0.25
(see §2.3.2).
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justifies the modification we make here.
2.3.3 Significance Map and Detection
In each colour slice, we count the number of galaxies in the subsample within a circle of
radius ∼ 0.5 Mpc (the typical size of a cluster core) around a grid of positions in the sky.
The grid size is about 0.1 Mpc. This gives the cluster+field count at each position. The
field count is estimated in the same way, but from the average of 500 random positions
in the sky. The difference between the total number count and the background count at
each grid position divided by the rms deviation of the background distribution of the 500
random positions (comparable to Poisson uncertainty), σf , indicates the significance of the





FITS images of the significance maps for each colour slice are created. SExtractor is
then run on those images to pick out peaks on the significance maps. We keep everything
that has at least 1 pixel above 5σ as cluster candidates.
We now have a list of crude positions and significance of cluster candidates. If multi-
ple peaks are detected within ∼1 Mpc from each other, either in the same colour slice or
adjacent slices, only the one that has the highest significance will be kept. In the follow-
ing sections, we refine the cluster catalogue, by using additional colour information, and
improving the centring and redshift resolution.
2.3.4 Refinements to the Cluster Catalogue
High-z Contamination
For any cluster candidate we detected, higher-redshift blue galaxies projected along the
line-of-sight may have the same (g′−r′) colour as the red-sequence members of that cluster.
This is demonstrated in Figure 2.6, which shows the evolutionary tracks of (g′ − r′) vs.
(r′ − i′) with redshift for three different populations produced by the model of Bruzual
& Charlot (2003). Squares are a population that formed 10.3 Gyr ago and have constant
star formation. Pentagons represents a 8 Gyr old single-burst model and triangles a 10.3
Gyr single-burst model. The lines are to guide the eyes. For the two old models, galaxies
in the redshift range 0.4 < z < 0.9 all have similar (g′ − r′) colour. However, they have
different (r′ − i′) colours. Therefore, (r′ − i′) colour can effectively eliminate high redshift
galaxies from the red-sequence galaxies at a lower redshift. This is further demonstrated in
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Figure 2.6: Evolutionary tracks of (g′ − r′) vs (r′ − i′) with redshift for three different
populations produced by the model of Bruzual & Charlot (2003). Squares are a population
that formed 10.3 Gyr ago and have constant star formation. Pentagons represents a 8 Gyr
old single-burst model and triangles a 10.3 Gyr single-burst model. The lines are to guide
the eyes.
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Figure 2.7: Stacked CMDs of galaxies within 0.5 Mpc around each cluster in (g′ − r′) vs.
r′ (black points in the left column) and (r′ − i′) vs. i′ (black points in the right column)
planes at three different redshifts. Pentagons indicate the position of m∗. Central solid
lines in the (g′− r′) vs. r′ plots indicate the model CMR and the upper and lower bounds
indicate the width of the colour slice, ±0.075 mag. On the (r′ − i′) vs. i′ plot, the central
lines are the resulting CMR from the same model that produces the (g′−r′) vs. r′ relation.
The half width of the colour slice in (r′ − i′) vs. i′ is 0.2 mag as indicated by the upper
and lower solid lines (see text for explanation). Blue points are galaxies that belong to the
red-sequence in (g′−r′) vs. r′. As we can tell, many of them do not fall on the red-sequence
in the (r′ − i′) vs. i′ plane, which shows the advantage of using two-colour information to
select red galaxies.
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Figure 2.7, which shows the stacked CMDs of galaxies within 0.5 Mpc around each cluster
in (g′ − r′) vs. r′ (black points in the left column) and (r′ − i′) vs. i′ (black points in the
right column) planes at three redshifts. Pentagons indicate the position of m∗. Central
solid lines in the (g′ − r′) vs. r′ plots indicate the model CMR and the upper and lower
bounds indicate the width of the colour slice, ±0.075 mag. On the (r′ − i′) vs. i′ plot, the
central lines are the resulting CMR from the same model that produces the (g′ − r′) vs.
r′ relation. The half width of the colour slice in (r′ − i′) vs. i′ is 0.2 mag (justified below)
as indicated by the upper and lower solid lines. Blue points are galaxies that belong to
the colour slice in the (g′ − r′) vs. r′ plane. In the (r′ − i′) vs. i′ plane, most of those
galaxies still fall on the red-sequence at low redshift, but as we go to higher redshift, many
of them fall off the red-sequence even at bright magnitudes. Therefore, only galaxies that
are on the red-sequence in both (g′ − r′) vs. r′ and (r′ − i′) vs. i′ planes are considered
as potential red-sequence cluster members. Note we only use (r′ − i′) colour to eliminate
obvious background contamination; therefore we take a wide colour slice in (r′ − i′) vs. i′
so that we do not lose red-sequence galaxies due to the uncertainty on the (r′ − i′) colour
and any slight mismatches between the model (g′ − r′) and (r′ − i′) colour slices. This
technique has been used in Andreon (2006).
Centres
As described above, the centre of each cluster is determined by the position at which the
number of red-sequence galaxies within a radius of 0.5 Mpc selected using (g′− r′) vs. r′ is
maximised. We refine the determination of the centre in several ways. We divide the region
within a radius of 0.5 Mpc around each cluster further into smaller grids of size ∼ 0.06
Mpc and count galaxies that belong to the red-sequence in both (g′−r′) vs. r′ and (r′− i′)
vs. i′ planes in a circle of radius ∼ 0.1 Mpc. We also calculate the luminosity-weighted
centre using galaxies that belong to the red-sequence in both (g′ − r′) vs. r′ and (r′ − i′)
vs. i′ planes in a circle of radius ∼ 0.5 Mpc around each cluster. We compare the centres
obtained in both ways with the position of the brightest cluster galaxy in each cluster.
For some rich, symmetric systems, the three centres agree with each other well. In the
calculations later in the Chapter, we use the luminosity-weighted centre.
Redshift
As described in §2.3.1 (Figure 2.5), the redshift interval between adjacent colour slices is
0.03. To refine the redshift estimate of each cluster candidate, we insert two more colour
slices between two existing adjacent ones. To determine, for each cluster, which redshift
the model CMD fits the observed red-sequence the best, two criteria are used: 1) we
count the number of red-sequence galaxies within a circle of 0.5 Mpc in radius around the
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luminosity-weighted centre of that cluster; 2) we calculate the deviation of the colours from
the model CMR for all red-sequence galaxies that are brighter than m∗ + 2. We do this
for each cluster in several adjacent colour slices and determine which one gives the highest
number count and least deviation in colour. If these two criteria give the same optimal
colour slice, then the redshift of that colour slice is assigned to the cluster. If these two
select two different optimal colour slices, the one that gives the least deviation is chosen
only if at least five galaxies are used in the fit and the deviation is significantly smaller
than that from the slice that gives the highest count. We check how well this works by
stacking all clusters at the same redshift and plotting the observed (g′ − r′) vs. r′ relation
against the model.
Finally, we interpolate the CMD in the (r′ − i′) vs. i′ plane for the corresponding new
redshift. A new centre is calculated for each cluster using the galaxies that fall on the
red-sequence defined by the finely-interpolated colour slices in both the (g′− r′) vs. r′ and
(r′− i′) vs. i′ plane. The significance of each cluster is re-estimated around the new centre.
2.4 Cluster Properties
2.4.1 Richness
Since we used the number of red-sequence galaxies brighter than m∗+2, and within only 0.5
Mpc from the cluster centre, in the cluster detection to reduce the noise, throughout this
Chapter we use this number, denoted as Nred,m∗+2, to indicate the richness of the clusters
in our sample. However, the typical extent of a cluster, r200 (the radius within which the
mean density is 200 times the critical density), is larger than 0.5 Mpc; therefore, to get
some idea of how our Nred,m∗+2 corresponds to the more commonly used richness indicator,
N200 (the number of cluster members within r200), we plot Nred,m∗+2 vs. N200 for the ten
clusters that are both in our sample and the MaxBCG catalogue (Koester et al., 2007) at
this redshift range in Figure 2.8. Based on the relation r200 = 0.26N
0.42
200 Mpc (Johnston
et al., 2007; Hansen et al., 2009), the r200 for clusters that are in the lower left corner of
Figure 2.8 is about 0.8 Mpc; thus, their Nred,m∗+2 as measured within 0.5 Mpc is only
slightly lower than N200. As one goes to richer clusters, the difference between Nred,m∗+2
and N200 becomes larger. Nonetheless, we can approximately scale Nred,m∗+2 to N200 using
Figure 2.8.
The richest cluster in our catalogue has a Nred,m∗+2 of 46, a known Abell cluster
(Abell0362) with Richness Class 1 and z = 0.1843 (Cruddace et al., 2002). Its CMD
is shown in Figure 2.9. Solid lines indicate the colour slice it belongs to with the star
indicating the position of m∗, and crosses are galaxies within a radius of 0.5 Mpc from the
centre (before background subtraction).
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Figure 2.8: Correlation between our Nred,m∗+2 measured within 0.5 Mpc and the number
of cluster members within r200 from the MaxBCG sample (Koester et al., 2007).
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Figure 2.9: The CMD of the richest cluster in our catalogue (Abell 0362 Cruddace et al.
2002) before background subtraction. Solid lines indicate the colour slice it belongs to with




To get some idea of how massive the clusters in our sample are, we compare the surface
density of the clusters in our catalogue with that from the Hubble Volume light cone.
Based on the MS (spheres) cluster catalogue (Evrard et al., 2002), there are 1.26 clusters per
square degree with mass greater than 1.4×1014M in the redshift range of 0.17 ≤ z ≤ 0.36,
and this surface density corresponds to that of the clusters with Nred,m∗+2 ≥ 12 in our
catalogue (as can be seen in Figure 2.10).
We have calculated the projected correlation function, ω(θ), of the clusters in each of
the four wide fields separately, following the method of Landy & Szalay (1993). We select
all clusters in our sample with 0.17 ≤ z ≤ 0.36, and a richness Nred,m∗+2 > 10, which
leaves us with 74, 31, 57 and 32 clusters in the fields W1 through W4, respectively. This
richness limit is slightly poorer than that adopted for most of the analysis in this Chapter
in order to have sufficient statistics for the following analysis. This means our results in
the Chapter actually correspond to systems slightly more massive than the limits given
here.
The correlation function is shown in Figure 2.11. The random point distribution we
use for comparison does not account for the intrinsic size of our detection filter; this means
we will not measure the correlation function accurately on angular sizes of about θ ≤ 0.1
degree. We therefore fit the data with a power law function ω(θ) = Aωθ
1−γ over the range
0.2o < θ < 2o. We do not have enough data to measure both the amplitude and slope, so
we fix γ = 2.15 as measured locally for clusters (Gonzalez et al., 2002). We find the best fit
amplitude Aω by maximizing the likelihood function as given in Gonzalez et al. (2002), and
take the 95 per cent confidence limits to be the value where the relative likelihood is 0.1.
These values are given in each panel in Figure 2.11. There is considerable variation from
field to field, to be expected since the areas are still fairly small. The two fields with the
most data, W1 and W3, actually represent the least- and most-clustered data, respectively,
though we note that only the W3 data actually puts useful constraints on the clustering
amplitude.
Deprojecting the angular correlation function using the Limber equation and assuming
our standard cosmology, and including a Gaussian fit to the observed N(z) distribution
(see Figure 2.13), we find that the amplitude corresponds to a physical correlation length
of r◦ ∼ 41 Mpc for W3, and 23.8 Mpc in the least-clustered field, W1. This range of
correlation lengths in turn corresponds to a space density of nc = (0.2−4.6)×10−6 (Mpc)−3
(e.g. Colberg et al., 2000). We use the Millennium simulation (Ωm = 0.25, ΩΛ = 0.75,
h = 0.73, σ8 = 0.9) (Springel et al., 2005) output at z ∼ 0.3, and find that this space
density corresponds to clusters with mass M ≥ 1.0×1014M (W1) and M ≥ 4.1×1014M
(W3). Note that a lower value of σ8 than used in the simulation is preferred by the latest
WMAP measurement (Dunkley et al., 2009); in this case, the corresponding mass limit of
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W1 38 sq. degrees 
W2 18 sq. degrees 
W3 37.5 sq. degrees 
W4 15 sq. degrees 
Figure 2.10: Cumulative surface density of the clusters we detected as a function of
Nred,m∗+2 in the redshift range 0.17 ≤ z ≤ 0.36, in all four wide fields. Each line style
represents one of the four wide fields.
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our sample would be slightly lower.
As an alternative to deprojecting the angular correlation function, we also compare
our correlation function directly with that of the Hubble volume simulation (Ωm = 0.3,
ΩΛ = 0.7, h = 0.7, σ8 = 0.9) (Evrard et al., 2002), by selecting clusters in the full-sky
light cone, within a similar redshift range as the data and in discrete bins of total mass.
We then compute the correlation function in the same way as for the data; the results
are shown in Figure 2.11 as triangles (M > 8.0 × 1013M), crosses (M > 3.0 × 1014M)
and squares (M > 5.0 × 1014M). In all fields except W1, the comparison with the data
suggests our sample with Nred,m∗+2 ≥ 10 is limited at about M ≥ 2× 1014M, consistent
with the deprojection analysis above.
The CFHTLS W1 field also overlaps with the XMM-LSS field and we recovered, in
the redshift range we are interested in, all 9 X-ray confirmed clusters in the XMM-LSS
archive (Pacaud et al., 2007). These clusters are all low-richness clusters in our sample.
Their X-ray temperatures range from 1 keV to 3 keV. From the observed mass-temperature
relation of galaxy clusters (e.g. Evrard et al., 1996; Shimizu et al., 2003), the mass of a
cluster with a X-ray temperature of ∼ 2 keV is ∼ 1 × 1014M. This again indicates that
the clusters in our sample have masses of M > 1× 1014M.
Throughout this Chapter, unless otherwise specified, the analysis is carried out using
the subset of 127 clusters that satisfy Nred,m∗+2 ≥ 12. We emphasize that such a richness-
selected sample does not correspond exactly to a mass-selected one, and thus a mass limit
cannot be precisely defined. Nonetheless the analyses above show that our results are
applicable to fairly massive clusters, with M > 1× 1014M; the sample is not dominated
by low-mass groups.
2.4.3 Redshift Accuracy
The redshifts we initially assign to our clusters are based on the photometric data. In this
section, we assess how good our photometric redshifts are.
As mentioned in §2.4.1, there are ten common clusters in our catalogue and the MaxBCG
catalogue (Koester et al., 2007). For those clusters, we compare the spectroscopic redshifts
of those BCGs with the photometric redshifts we assigned to those clusters. This compar-
ison indicates that our photometric redshift is systematically lower, by a constant amount
of 0.0435. Therefore, we apply this constant shift to the estimated photometric redshifts
from our initial model. (Recalibration in this way is a standard part of the CRS method,
Gladders & Yee 2000.) All redshifts quoted here have been adjusted in this way. Squares
in Figure 2.12 show the comparison between the adjusted zphot and the zspec of MaxBCG
clusters.
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Figure 2.11: For each of the four CFHTLS survey fields, we show the angular correlation
function for clusters with Nred,m∗+2 > 10, as the solid points with Poisson error bars.
The solid line is the best fit power law ω(θ) = Aωθ
1−γ, with γ = 2.15 fixed. The dotted
lines show the 95 per cent confidence limits. The triangles, crosses and open squares
are theoretical angular correlation functions for clusters with M = 8.0 × 1013M, M =
3 × 1014M, and M = 5 × 1014M, respectively. These were computed from the Hubble
volume simulation over a similar redshift range as the data.
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We also compare the adjusted photometric redshifts of the X-ray confirmed clusters
(§2.4.2) in our catalogue with their spectroscopic redshifts, shown as crosses in Figure
2.12. The two agree with each other well, providing an independent verification of our
correction. The rms of the difference between the zphotz and zspec (including both the
MaxBCG and X-ray samples) is ∼0.014, with very little bias.
Figure 2.13 shows the distribution of clusters as a function of the adjusted zphot in our
sample, split into two subsamples based on Nred,m∗+2. The solid histogram represents the
distribution of the subsample of clusters with Nred,m∗+2 ≥ 20, and the dotted histogram
represents those with 12 ≤ Nred,m∗+2 < 20. The distribution is smooth with redshift,
peaking at around z ∼ 0.3.
2.5 Local Comparison Sample
It is useful to extend our redshift baseline by examining a sample of local clusters, using our
methods consistently. Therefore, we make use of the low-redshift galaxy group catalogue
by Yang et al. (2007, hereafter Yang07), selected using a Friends-of-Friends algorithm
from the SDSS spectroscopic data (York et al., 2000). We calculate Nred,m∗+2 for these
groups/clusters the same way as for our own cluster sample, except that the red-sequence
galaxies are selected in (u − r) colour to bracket the 4000Å break, because of the lower
redshift of the sample. We select a subset of clusters that have Nred,m∗+2 ≥ 12, the same
richness cut of our cluster sample. In order to carry out the calculations (e.g. background
subtraction) exactly the same way as for our own sample, we only choose clusters that are
in a contiguous region of the survey, and this limits the number of clusters in our local
comparison sample to 22, at 0.08 < z < 0.09.
In addition, we repeat the same measurement for the rich z = 0.023 cluster, Coma,
using the same SDSS data, with the red-sequence galaxies selected using (u− g) colour to
bracket the 4000Å break at its redshift. Note Coma has a Nred,m∗+2 ∼ 30 and N200 ∼ 100
(see §2.4.1), and therefore is ∼ 4 times richer than the typical clusters in our sample and
the Yang07 sample.
2.6 Luminosity Function Construction
In this Chapter, we focus on the r′−band red-sequence luminosity function (LF) in the
core regions of clusters over the redshift range of 0.17 ≤ z ≤ 0.36. We choose the r′ band
because it has the deepest photometry, and it is a red band which is less sensitive to recent
star formation than bluer bands. We divide our cluster sample into three redshift bins
and stack all clusters in each bin to obtain a composite red-sequence LF, to reduce the
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of our estimated photometric redshift with the spectroscopic
redshift from the MaxBCG (Koester et al., 2007) and X-ray sample (Pacaud et al., 2007).
Squares are our zphot vs. zspec from maxBCG sample, with zphot corrected by a constant
shift of 0.0435. Crosses are our corrected zphot vs. the zspec of the X-ray confirmed clusters
from XMM-LSS in W1 field. The two agree with each other well, providing an independent
verification of our correction.
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Figure 2.13: Redshift distribution of clusters in our sample, split into two subsamples based
on Nred,m∗+2. The solid histogram represents the distribution of the subsample of clusters
with Nred,m∗+2 ≥ 20, and the dotted histogram represents those with 12 ≤ Nred,m∗+2 < 20.
The distribution is smooth with redshift, peaking at around z ∼ 0.3.
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noise due to the uncertainty in cluster membership determination and cluster-to-cluster
variation. The width of the redshift bin is chosen in a way that the number of clusters in
each bin is roughly the same, to give similar statistics.
k-corrections or (k + e) corrections are applied when necessary. The corrections are
calculated using the same old, single-burst Bruzual & Charlot (2003) model used to define
the CMR, and are magnitude dependent. The k-correction is about 0.2 − 0.5 mag at
z < 0.27 (the two lower redshift bins), and about 0.5 − 0.7 mag at z ∼ 0.36 (the highest
redshift bin). The (k + e) correction is less than ∼ 0.2 mag at z < 0.36.
We construct a composite CMD in each redshift bin to define the red-sequence. For
clusters in each colour slice we calculate the position of every galaxy in the CMD relative
to m∗ in that colour slice, and shift those that fall onto the red-sequence defined by the
wide (r′− i′) colour slice (to eliminate obvious foreground and background contamination)
to the central redshift in both colour and magnitude. The first column in Figure 2.14
shows the composite CMDs of galaxies that are within a radius of 0.5 Mpc from cluster
centres at three different redshifts. The dotted lines indicate ±0.2 mag from the modelled
(g′ − r′) vs. r′ relation. To more accurately define the red-sequence, we fit a new (g′ − r′)
vs. r′ relation using galaxies brighter than m∗ + 2 (m∗ is indicated by the pentagon) that
are within ±0.2 mag from the model (g′− r′) colour (as indicated by the blue points). We
divide those galaxies into magnitude bins of 0.5 mag, calculate the median of the colour
distribution in each magnitude bin, and fit the medians as a function of magnitude to
a straight line, indicated by the central solid lines. To examine the fit more closely, we
subtract the fitted (g′−r′) vs. r′ relation and plot the relative position of each galaxy to the
fitted CMR, which is shown in the second column in Figure 2.14, with the histograms in
the third column showing the distribution of the residuals (down to m∗ + 2). The resulting
CMD is centred at zero colour-difference relative to the fit by construction. To calculate
the width, σ, of the colour distribution around the fitted (g′− r′) vs. r′ relation, we mirror
galaxies that are redder than the fitted CMR to avoid contamination from the blue cloud,
and apply 3σ clipping. This σ is calculated from galaxies that are brighter than m∗ + 2,
and is not magnitude dependent. The upper and lower solid lines in each panel are the 2σ
bounds of the colour distribution of galaxies brighter than m∗ + 2.
Isolating red-sequence galaxies is non-trivial; both intrinsic scatter and photometric
uncertainties can make it difficult to cleanly separate the red-sequence and blue galaxies.
This is particularly a problem at faint magnitudes, where photometric errors are large, and
the blue cloud dominates the population. Here we select red-sequence galaxies in several
different ways and show how they affect the results. The four methods we use are :
1) Red 4σ, where red-sequence galaxies are defined as those that are redder, but not more
than 4σ, than the best-fit CMR. The total is twice this number.
2) Red all, a slight variation of method Red 4σ, where red-sequence galaxies are defined as
all those that are on the red side of the best-fit CMR. Again, the total is twice this number.
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Method Red 4σ and Red all are motivated by Barkhouse et al. (2007) and Gilbank et al.
(2008) (but in their work the red-sequence galaxies are not mirrored at the bright end).
3) P10 2σ, where red-sequence galaxies are defined as those that have > 10 per cent prob-
ability belonging to the colour slice defined by the best-fit CMR with a width of ±2σ as
indicated by the solid lines in Figure 2.14. This method is consistent with how the sub-
sample in each colour slice is selected (§2.3.2) prescribed by Gladders & Yee 2000. Note
each galaxy that satisfies this criterion is counted as one galaxy, not weighted by this prob-
ability.
4) NP 2σ, where red-sequence galaxies are defined as those that are completely contained
within ±2σ from the best-fit CMR.
To correct for the background contamination, the same strategy is applied to a sample
of galaxies at 500 random positions within the four CFHTLS wide fields, for each finely-
interpolated colour slice. They are shifted to each central redshift bin in the same way
as for the cluster+field sample, and the average number count is used when subtracting
the field contribution. The error bars are estimated assuming that the noise follows Pois-
son statistics, including the background subtraction. Note that the Poisson error on the
background is negligibly small, because of the large number of random fields. We do not
include the variance of the background field distribution in the error estimate, because
here we are primarily interested in the average properties of a large ensemble of clusters,
not the cluster-to-cluster variation.
2.7 Results
2.7.1 Red-sequence Luminosity Functions
Our sample
Figure 2.15 shows the r′−band red-sequence LFs of all clusters with Nred,m∗+2 ≥ 12 in the
range of projected radius 0 ≤ r < 0.5 Mpc, k-corrected to rest frame, calculated using
the four methods described in §2.6. The depth of the CFHTLS data enables us to reach
Mr′ ∼ −17 at z ∼ 0.2, a limit that has never been probed before at this redshift for such
a large sample of clusters.
In all panels in Figure 2.15, the dotted histograms are the cluster+field counts, the
dashed histograms are background counts, and the solid histograms with error bars are the
background-subtracted LFs. The number count in each magnitude bin is normalized by
































Figure 2.14: Left panel: Composite CMDs of galaxies that are within a radius of 0.5 Mpc
from the cluster centre at three different redshifts. The dotted lines indicate ±0.2 mag
from the modelled (g′ − r′) vs. r′ relation. Central solid lines are the new best-fit CMR,
based on galaxies that are brighter than m∗ + 2 (m∗ is indicated by the pentagon), shown
as the blue points. The upper and lower solid lines are the 2σ bounds. Right panel: in the
left column is the CMD with the best-fit CMR subtracted, and in the right column the
histograms show the distribution of galaxies relative to the fitted CMR down to m∗ + 2.
The upper and lower solid lines in each panel are the 2σ bounds. See text for details.
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Figure 2.15: Composite r′−band red-sequence LFs of clusters with Nred,m∗+2 ≥ 12 in the
projected radius range of 0 ≤ r < 0.5 Mpc, calculated using the four methods described in
the text, shown in four rows respectively. The top row, Red 4σ, is our preferred method, as
it minimizes the contamination from the blue cloud, and background galaxies. Magnitudes
are k-corrected to rest frame. The dotted histograms are the cluster+field counts, the
dashed histograms are background counts and the solid histograms with error bars are the
background-subtracted LFs. See text for discussions on each method.
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bin is 33, 44 and 50 from low to high redshift, and all clusters contribute fully to all but
the faintest magnitude bin due to the completeness limit.
At bright magnitudes, all four methods give consistent results, so it does not mat-
ter whether one uses only galaxies on the redder side of the CMR or not. However it
makes a difference at faint magnitudes. In Figure 2.15, comparing the net counts from the
four methods at magnitudes fainter than Mkr′ = −20.5 (2 magnitudes fainter than M∗),
P10 2σ gives the highest count. This is an overestimate because, at faint magnitudes,
the error on the colour is larger; galaxies that are just outside the colour slice can still
have a probability of > 10 per cent belonging to the colour slice. Note that the LFs are
background-subtracted; therefore this higher net count in method P10 2σ at faint mag-
nitudes is not due to field contamination, but due to the contribution from the cluster
blue cloud. Method NP 2σ suffers from the same problem as P10 2σ over the magnitude
range −20.5 < Mkr′ < −18.5, as can be seen from the net count shown in the bottom row.
However, at the very faintest magnitudes, NP 2σ gives the lowest net count among the
four methods. This is because, in this case, the width of the fixed colour slice is not wide
enough compared to the error on the colour at this faint magnitude; thus it underestimates
the number of red-sequence galaxies, due to the preferential scattering of the red-sequence
galaxies out of the colour slice. This problem cannot be alleviated by using a wider colour
slice because then it would significantly overestimate the number of red-sequence galaxies
at slightly brighter magnitudes given the above reasoning about method P10 2σ.
On the other hand, method Red 4σ and its slight variation, Red all, mirror only galaxies
on the redder side of the CMR, and thus do not include contributions from the cluster blue
cloud that occupy regions blueward of the CMD (especially at faint magnitudes). More-
over, since method Red all takes account of all galaxies redder than the best-fit CMR, it
does not underestimate the number of red-sequence galaxies regardless of the photomet-
ric errors. In method Red 4σ, a cut of 4σ redder than the best-fit CMR is applied to
eliminate high redshift galaxies with colours much redder than the best-fit CMR. This cut
corresponds to ∼ 0.17 − 0.27 mag from our lowest redshift bin to the highest, which is
comparable to or greater than the 1σ error on the colour even at the very faintest mag-
nitude (∼ 0.2 mag at r′ ∼ 23, see Figure 2.2); therefore, this cut is broad enough to not
significantly underestimate the number of red-sequence galaxies scattered off the CMR due
to photometric errors. Comparing the results from these two methods (first and second
row in Figure 2.15), we see that the net counts are consistent (solid histograms), but the
background (dashed histograms) in method Red 4σ is significantly reduced compared to
that in method Red all; therefore, we conclude that Red 4σ is the best, and in the rest of
the Chapter, we will use this method for all the analysis.
The most outstanding feature of our red-sequence LF at z ∼ 0.2 is a significant and
broad dip starting at Mr′ ∼ −20.5. The number of red-sequence galaxies reaches its
maximum at Mr′ ∼ −20.5, and then decreases to 40 per cent of the maximum value
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at Mr′ ∼ −18.5, and comes back up at magnitudes fainter than that. At this redshift,
Mr′ ∼ −18.5 corresponds to r′ ∼ 22, where the error on the colour and total magnitude
is still small (see Figure 2.2); thus this inflexion is robust. This feature is also present at
z ∼ 0.27. It is hard to discern at z ∼ 0.33 due to the magnitude limit of the data and
the fact that the error on the colour is getting large at the very faintest magnitudes. The
dip in the LF probably suggests that the LF is made up of a mixture of two populations
of red-sequence galaxies, possibly giant/regular elliptical and dwarf ellipticals (dEs): as
can be seen in figure 1 of Binggeli et al. (1988), the LF of E and S0 galaxies peak at
bright magnitudes and drop off at the faint end where the LF of dEs starts to increase.
The disappearance of dEs over the magnitude range seen in our LF could mean that those
dwarf galaxies on this mass scale are either disrupted (by, for example, tidal forces) or they
merge into more massive galaxies.
Although the existence of dips in the red-sequence/early-type LFs has been established
in many studies (e.g. Popesso et al., 2006; Barkhouse et al., 2007; Mercurio et al., 2006;
Secker & Harris, 1996), the depth of the dip and the faint-end slope of the LFs are still not
well constrained, varying significantly in different studies. We examine this issure more
closely in §2.8.1.
In most cases, instead of fitting a single Schechter function, double Schechter functions:
one for the bright end and one for the faint end; or Gaussian (bright end) + Schechter
(faint end) functions are used to try to accurately represent the shape of the LFs with dips.
In our two lowest redshift bins, we find that double Schechter functions do not provide a
good fit to the LF (without removing the brightest cluster galaxies). Instead, a Gaussian
+ Schechter function fit describes the shapes of our LFs better. For the highest redshift
bin, due to the limit of the data, it is hard to tell whether the inflexion exists; therefore a
single Schechter function provides an acceptable fit as well. In the lowest redshift bin, all
six parameters in the Gaussian + Schechter function are free; but in the two high redshift
bins, the data are not adequate to constrain the faint end and therefore we fix the M∗ and
α at the best-fit values from the lowest redshift bin. Note we do not explore the degeneracy
among the parameters as that is not our purpose here; we only seek a set of parameters
that accurately reflect the shape of our LFs. The best-fit parameters of our LFs obtained
using method Red 4σ are listed in Table 2.7.1 and the fits are plotted as solid curves over
the k-corrected and background-subtracted LFs (histograms) in the top panel in Figure
2.16. Within the uncertainty, the fit to the LF in the lowest redshift bin can also fairly
represent the LFs in the two higher redshift bins. Note the fits are for k-corrected LFs, but
given the low redshift probed here, the evolutionary correction is small; thus this implies
no strong evolution in this redshift range.
In the bottom panel of Figure 2.16, we plot our (k +e)-corrected LFs. Solid histograms
represent the LF in each redshift bin, and the one from the lowest redshift is overplotted as
dotted histogram in the two high redshift bins. There does not seem to be a strong evolution
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Figure 2.16: Top panel: k-corrected, background-subtracted red-sequence LFs (histograms)
obtained using method Red 4σ in three redshift bins with the best-fit Gaussian + Schechter
functions overplotted as solid curves (dotted curves show the two components separately).
For the lowest redshift bin, all 6 parameters in the fit are free; for the two higher redshift
bins, the M∗ and α are fixed at the best-fit values from the lowest redshift bin. k-corrected
rest-frame absolute magnitude and apparent magnitude are labelled on the bottom and
top axes, respectively. The two vertical dashed lines indicate the division between dwarf
and giant as in De Lucia et al. (2007). Bottom panel: LFs with (k + e)-correction applied.
Solid histograms represent (k + e)-corrected LF at each redshift. The one in the lowest
redshift bin is plotted for reference on top of that in the two higher redshift bins as dotted
histograms. Top and bottom axes label the apparent magnitude and (k + e)-corrected
rest-frame absolute magnitude, respectively. Again, the vertical dashed lines indicate the
division between dwarf and giant.
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Gaussian Schechter
z < Mr′ > σ φgau M
∗
r′ α φ
0.20 -20.75 1.3 9.0 -17.75 -1.15 22.5
0.27 -20.75 1.3 8.5 (-17.75) (-1.15) 26.5
0.33 -20.75 1.3 9.0 (-17.75) (-1.15) 50.0
Table 2.3: Best-fit parameters of the LFs of our cluster sample constructed using method
Red 4σ. Bracketed values are fixed from the lowest redshift bin.
above that of passive evolution. In each panel, the two vertical dashed lines indicate the
division between dwarf and giant as in De Lucia et al. (2007). Galaxies brighter than the
magnitude indicated by the line on the left are considered giants; and galaxies between the
two lines are defined as dwarfs (the dwarf-to-giant ratio, DGR, will be discussed later on).
Low-redshift comparison
As seen in the above section, there does not seem to be a strong evolution of the red-
sequence LFs within our sample at 0.2 <∼ z <∼ 0.4. In this section, we compare the LFs of
our sample with that of the Yang07 sample and the intensely studied local rich cluster,
Coma. In Figure 2.17, the solid histogram is the red-sequence LF of our sample at z ∼ 0.2,
with the brightest cluster galaxies removed (for easier comparison with the literature later).
Solid points and triangles are the red-sequence LFs of the Yang07 sample (z ∼ 0.085, §2.5)
and Coma (z = 0.023), respectively, calculated using our method Red 4σ, and passively
evolved to z = 0.2. To compare the shapes of these LFs, in Figure 2.17 they are all
normalised to give the same total number count down to Mr′ = −20.5. Since these LFs
are constructed using the same method, and the filter combinations used at these redshifts
bracket the 4000Å break in a similar way, the differences in their faint ends are not likely
due to method differences, but genuine, suggesting a steepening of the faint end with
decreasing redshift (but note that Coma is ∼ 4 times richer than the typical clusters in
our and the Yang07 samples, and we will discuss this in §2.8.3).
2.7.2 Red-sequence Dwarf-to-Giant Ratio (DGR)
The DGR is the ratio of the number of faint galaxies to bright ones, and thus is commonly
used as a simple indicator of the shape of the LF. Since red-sequence galaxies represent
the population that have had their star formation shut off, the evolution of red-sequence
DGR traces the history of the quenching of the star formation.
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Figure 2.17: r′−band red-sequence LFs at different redshifts, passively evolved to z = 0.2.
Magnitudes are k-corrected to rest-frame at z = 0. The solid histogram is the red-sequence
LF of our sample at z ∼ 0.2, with the brightest cluster galaxies excluded. Solid points
and triangles are the red-sequence LF of the Yang07 sample (z ∼ 0.085, §2.5) and Coma
(z = 0.023), respectively. All LFs are calculated using our method Red 4σ, and normalized
to give the same cumulative number count down to Mkr′ = −20.5. The two vertical dashed
lines show the approximate division between dwarf and giant as in De Lucia et al. (2007).
See text for details.
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DGR of Our Cluster Sample
To make it easier to compare with previous works, here we k + e correct the apparent
magnitude to rest frame at z = 0, and adopt the definition of dwarf and giant used by De
Lucia et al. (2007), i.e. galaxies brighter than −20 in rest-frame V in the Vega system are
considered as giant and those between −20 and −18.2 are defined as dwarf. We convert
the definition of dwarf and giant in V to our rest-frame r′ magnitude using the (V − r′)
colour produced by the same old, single-burst model described in §2.3.1. The triangles in
Figure 2.18 are the red-sequence DGRs of our cluster sample with Nred,m∗+2 ≥ 12, in the
radius range 0 ≤ r < 0.5 Mpc, calculated using method Red 4σ. The bottom and top
axis labels show the look-back time and redshift respectively. The small error bars on our
data points are estimated assuming Poisson statistics, without including the variance of
the background field distribution, because what we are after is the average behaviour of
the large sample. To get an idea of how large the error bar would be on the DGR of a
single cluster, we calculate the uncertainty on the DGRs for a few individual clusters that
have DGRs similar to the ensemble average, taking into account the noise on the mean
background and the variance of the distribution of the 500 random fields. The typical
uncertainties are plotted as dotted error bars on the triangles in Figure 2.18. We also find
a wide cluster-to-cluster variation, and 8 out of 127 of our clusters have DGR > 2. We
will explore this further in the following discussion section.
Evolution with Redshift
To explore the redshift evolution of the red-sequence DGR, we also calculate the DGR for
the local comparison sample and Coma (§2.5), shown as the square and solid pentagon
in Figure 2.18. The DGRs we have calculated consistently at different redshifts show no
strong evolution in the redshift range 0.2 <∼ z <∼ 0.4, but a rapid increase from z ∼ 0.2 to
z ∼ 0. Assuming that the bright end of the LF has not evolved significantly, our results
imply that the number of dwarf galaxies has increased by a factor of ∼ 3 over the last
2.5 Gyr. This rapid evolution since z ∼ 0.2 is not inconsistent with the predictions from
either single burst simple stellar population (SSP) or quenched models by Smith et al.
(2009) through the measurement of the age of faint red galaxies in Coma using line indices
(see their figure 15), although our results agree more with their prediction for the outskirt
regions instead of the core regions. Despite the rapid increase in the number of dwarf
galaxies, they do not contribute significantly to the growth of the stellar mass on the red-
sequence, per cluster. Using the stellar mass-to-light ratios from the same simple model
we used to construct the CMD, an increase in the DGR from ∼ 0.8 to ∼ 2.5 corresponds
to a ∼ 15 per cent increase in the stellar mass on the red-sequence, per cluster.
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Figure 2.18: Red-sequence DGRs as a function of look-back time and redshift. Triangles
are the DGRs of our cluster sample with Nred,m∗+2 ≥ 12, in the radius range of 0 ≤ r < 0.5
Mpc, calculated using method Red 4σ. The solid error bars indicate uncertainties on the
sample average DGRs, while dotted error bars represent typical errors on the DGR of a
single cluster whose DGR is similar to the ensemble average. Open pentagons are the
DGRs of a rich subset of our cluster sample with Nred,m∗+2 ≥ 18 (discussed in §2.8.3),
plotted with slight offset in redshift for clarity. The solid square and pentagon are the red-
sequence DGR of the Yang07 sample and Coma, calculated using method Red 4σ. The
filled circle is from Barkhouse et al. (2007). Crosses are the DGR of our sample, calculated
using the Stott et al. (2007) colour cut. See text for more discussion.
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2.8 Discussion
2.8.1 Comparison with Literature
Studies on cluster red-sequence LF in the literature have used quite different colour cuts
to select red-sequence galaxies. In this section, we compare our red-sequence LFs and
DGRs with that in the literature. Given the redshift evolution shown above, we split
the comparison into two redshifts. The LFs in the literature are transformed into our r′
filter and passively evolved to z = 0.2, using the same SSP Bruzual & Charlot (2003)
model described in §2.3.1. Magnitudes are converted to the cosmology used in this work,
if different.
In the work by Barkhouse et al. (2007), the red-sequence galaxies are selected in a way
that is very similar to our method Red 4σ (see §2.6); therefore it is directly comparable
to our measurement of the Yang07 sample (Figure 2.17) given the similar redshift. In the
left panel of Figure 2.19, the solid histogram is the red-sequence LF of a sample of Abell
clusters that are X-ray detected in the EINSTEIN X-ray images (Jones & Forman, 1999)
used in Barkhouse et al. (2007), measured within the same physical radius (< 0.5 Mpc) as
in this work (Barkhouse, priv. comm.). The filled circles represent the LF we measured
for the Yang07 sample. The two LFs agree fairly well with each other in general. Note
the LFs are normalized to give the same cumulative number count down to Mr′ = −20.5
(around m∗ + 2); if a slightly fainter magnitude cut is used, given the relatively large
uncertainties at the bright end, the two LFs would then have an even better agreement at
the faint magnitudes. A simple way to circumvent the issue of the relative normalization
is to calculate the DGR. The DGR calculated from the LF of the sample from Barkhouse
et al. (2007) is shown as the filled circle in Figure 2.18, and it is consistent with that from
the Yang07 sample (the square). At a similar redshift, Stott et al. (2007) studied 10 X-ray-
luminous (LX > 5×1044 ergs s−1) clusters at z̄ = 0.13 from the Las Campanas/AAT Rich
Cluster Survey (LARCS; Pimbblet et al. 2001, 2006), and their LF is shown as the open
circles in Figure 2.19. It has a steeper faint end than that from both Barkhouse et al. (2007)
and the Yang07 sample. We attribute this difference to the way red-sequence galaxies are
selected: in the work by Stott et al. (2007), red-sequence galaxies are considered as those
within a fixed colour cut around the CMR (|4(B−R)| < 0.4 mag). This cut is very wide,
and therefore would include contamination from the blue cluster members, overestimating
the number of faint red-sequence galaxies. Other works at a similar redshift include, for
example, Tanaka et al. (2005) and Hansen et al. (2009). We do not compare our LFs with
that in those works here because, in Tanaka et al. (2005) the cluster environment is defined
using local density, and thus is not clear within what physical radius the measurement is
made. And in the work by Hansen et al. (2009) the cluster sample spans over a redshift
range (0.1 < z < 0.3) within which we see evolution in this work; therefore it is not directly
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comparable.
In the right panel of Figure 2.19, the solid histogram is the LF of our sample at z ∼ 0.2,
calculated using method Red 4σ, with the brightest cluster galaxies included for easy
comparison with the study from Smail et al. (1998). Circles and triangles are red-sequence
LFs of a sample of 10 X-ray clusters from ROSAT All Sky Survey at z = 0.22− 0.28 from
Smail et al. (1998). Circles represent red galaxies selected using (U − B) colour with a
width from 0.28 − 0.43 mag as a function of magnitude, and triangles are selected using
(B − I) colour with a width from 0.18 − 0.33 mag. The filter combination of (B − I) is
similar to (g′− r′), and the relatively narrow colour slice with varying width as a function
of magnitude makes it more similar to our method P10 2σ. The LF selected using (U −B)
has a better agreement with our LF from method Red 4σ, which could be due to the fact
that at z ∼ 0.2 the (U −B) colour is more sensitive to recent star formation than (B− I),
and therefore the population that is red in (U − B) is less contaminated by the cluster
blue cloud. As a result, the DGR from this LF would be located close to that of our
sample at z ∼ 0.2 if plotted in Figure 2.18. To show how a wide colour cut affects the
LF and DGR of our sample, we calculate the LF of our sample using the colour cut of
Stott et al. (2007). We transform the difference in (B−R) into (g′− r′) making use of the
colour difference between E and Sab galaxies in (B − R) and in (g′ − r′) at z = 0.2 from
Fukugita et al. (1995). The resulting LF for the sample at z ∼ 0.2 is shown as the dotted
histogram in the right panel of Figure 2.19, and the DGRs are shown as crosses in Figure
2.18. Comparing with our LF calculated using method Red 4σ, it produces significantly
more faint red-sequence galaxies, and as a result gives a higher DGR. This shows that the
faint end is sensitive to the selection method; therefore when looking for evolution with
the redshift, it is important to make sure all methods are consistent.
The DGR of Coma we calculated (2.5± 0.8) is comparable to that in other studies in
the literature that used statistical background subtraction (e.g. De Lucia et al., 2007; Stott
et al., 2007; Andreon, 2008). Also, a complete spectroscopic study on Coma by Marzke
(priv. comm.) obtained a red-sequence DGR of ∼ 2.1, which confirms the results from
statistical studies.
The red-sequence DGRs from the studies in the literature are compiled in the work
by Gilbank & Balogh (2008) (see their figure 1). In the redshift range 0.1 <∼ z <∼ 0.4, our
measurements of the DGRs are systematically lower than those in the literature (but note
most of those studies do not directly overlap with this redshift range). Given that the
available studies in the literature for the compilation all used different selection criteria for
red-sequence galaxies, and we have shown that the faint end and thus the DGR is sensitive
to the selection method, we suggest the discrepancy is mostly due to how red-sequence
galaxies are selected.
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Figure 2.19: Comparison of our red-sequence LFs with those in the literature. Left panel:
the solid histogram, filled circles, and open circles represent the red-sequence LFs of the
Yang07 sample, Barkhouse et al. (2007) and Stott et al. (2007), all passively evolved to
z = 0.2. Right panel: the solid histogram is the LF of our sample at z ∼ 0.2, calculated
using method Red 4σ, with the brightest cluster galaxies included for easy comparison
with the study from Smail et al. (1998). Circles and triangles are red-sequence LFs from
Smail et al. (1998), with red-sequence galaxies selected using (U −B), and (B − I) colour
respectively. The dotted histogram is the LF of our sample derived using the colour cut
adopted by Stott et al. (2007). Again, Magnitudes are k-corrected to rest-frame at z = 0.
The two vertical dashed lines show the approximate division between dwarf and giant as
in De Lucia et al. (2007). See text for discussion.
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2.8.2 The Relation between Red Galaxies and Passive Galaxies
Our purpose of studying red-sequence galaxies is to understand how their star formation
is shut off as they move from the blue cloud; therefore we want to select a population that
is as close to a truely quiescent population as possible.
The population selected using colour that brackets the 4000Å break probably is very
close to a population that is truely dead, however it can be contaminated by dusty star-
forming galaxies (e.g. Wolf et al., 2009). Since FIR (24µm) emission is sensitive to dusty
star formation, it can be used to estimate the contamination from the dusty star-forming
galaxies with red colours, and to select passive populations. The CFHTLS W1 field overlaps
with the Spitzer Wide-area Infrared Extragalactic Survey (SWIRE) XMM-LSS field, but
the depth of the 24 µm data is not enough to estimate the contamination of the dusty star-
forming galaxies down to low enough SFR at the redshifts probed in this work. According
to the work by Wolf et al. (2009), in the core of clusters, the contamination of dusty
star-forming galaxies with SFR down to 0.14 M yr
−1 is ∼ 20 per cent, dominating at
M∗ > 10
10M, and < 10 per cent at M∗ < 10
10M. However, the contamination rate is
likely to be lower because in that work not enough information is available to eliminate
the contribution from AGNs. Therefore, we believe our LF is an accurate representation
of the truly inactive population.
Other than colour, galaxies can be categorized according to their morphology as well.
Traditionally, elliptical and lenticular galaxies are termed early-type galaxies, while spi-
ral galaxies are considered late-type galaxies. Also, emission-line strength can be used
to broadly divide galaxies into emission-line (star-forming) or non-emission-line (non-star-
forming) galaxies. These methods may not select exactly the same population. The mor-
phological selection does not always trace star formation: although elliptical galaxies are
generally considered as non-star-forming, observations have indicated that a fraction of
elliptical galaxies do show recent star formation (e.g. Kaviraj et al., 2007); thus they would
be included in a morphologically selected sample. On the other hand, there could be spi-
ral galaxies that do not have star formation, as indicated by the partially independent
transformation in morphology and star formation rate in cluster environments (e.g. Ko-
dama et al., 2004); thus these spiral galaxies would be missed. Therefore, we compare the
passive population selected using these different methods.
Godwin & Peach (1977) constructed the LFs of Coma for different morphological types
using the magnitude measured from photographic plates. Based on the numbers read off
their figure 4, the DGR of the elliptical+lenticular galaxies is ∼ 2.2. This is consistent with
the DGR of the red-sequence galaxies in Coma selected using colour (this work, 2.5± 0.8;
Marzke (priv. comm.); De Lucia et al., 2007; Stott et al., 2007; Andreon, 2008).
Christlein & Zabludoff (2003) constructed R−band LF for six Abell clusters at 0.013 ≤
z ≤ 0.067, and split them into emission-line and non-emission-line samples, based on
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their [OII] strength. The DGR we calculate from their LF of the non-emission-line cluster
galaxies (2.0± 0.2), is between that of the Yang07 sample and Coma, consistent with the
trend seen in Figure 2.18 (although note the criterion of EW[OII]<5Å used to select non-
emission-line galaxies in their work still allows a moderate level of star formation). These
comparsions suggest that at low redshift, colour, morphology or emission-line selects mostly
the same passive population. This is consistent with the studies by for example, Schweizer
& Seitzer (1992); Strateva et al. (2001) and Hogg et al. (2002).
2.8.3 Possible Systematics
Local vs. Global Background
We have used a global background subtraction to construct the LFs described in §2.7.1.
However, since there are associated large-scale structures around clusters, the background
around clusters might be different from the random field. Therefore, we test this effect
by constructing the LFs for our sample using global background subtraction. Instead of
taking 500 random fields, for each cluster we take the galaxy count in an annulus of radius
10 Mpc around the cluster centre, with an area equivalent to the r < 0.5 Mpc core, as the
background. The resulting LFs are consistent with those shown in Figure 2.15. Thus, we
conclude that the use of a global background does not bias our results.
Even if our background is underestimated due to the presence of large-scale structure,
this will not have a significant effect on the red-sequence DGR. As can be seen from Figure
2.15, using method Red 4σ the background is negligible except at low redshift and at
magnitudes fainter than those used to define the dwarf population.
Note that the LFs we derived, and those in the literature with which we compared,
are of the projected galaxy distribution. Thus, they include galaxies from r > 0.5 Mpc.
This may lead to a faint end slope which is somewhat steeper than that of the genuine
core population, but would not significantly affect the DGR measurement (e.g. Barkhouse
et al., 2007).
Systematic Uncertainties in Photometry
In this section, we examine any systematic uncertainties in photometry. We make use of the
data in D1 to examine whether the shallower faint end of our LFs is due to incompleteness,
or biased photometry. Two clusters in our sample are in both W1 and D1. We construct
the LF based on the data from D1 and compare it with that constructed using data from
W1. The two LFs are consistent within the uncertainty, although the error bars are rather
large, given the small number of clusters. Thus, the lack of low-luminosity galaxies at
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0.2 <∼ z <∼ 0.4 we find is not due to insufficient depth or biased photometry. This is not
unexpected, as we have shown we are 100 per cent complete, with small errors at the
relevant magnitude, based on comparison with the same D1 field.
As an external check, we extract from the SDSS archive a subset of galaxies in a 2x2
square degree region that overlaps with the CFHTLS W1 field, and compare the total
magnitude (mag auto for CFHTLS, and mag model for SDSS) of the common galaxies.
After transforming the CFHTLS magnitude to SDSS magnitude using the formula provided
on the Terapix website† , the median of the distribution of the magnitude difference in g′,
r′ and i′ filters are all less than ∼ 0.05 mag, and with no obvious trend with magnitude.
Therefore, the uncertainties in the CFHTLS photometry is not a major source of error.
Redshift Accuracy
As described in §2.4.3, the redshifts we assign to our clusters are accurate to the ∼ 0.01
level. If the estimated redshift of a cluster is slightly higher or lower than what it actually
is, the absolute magnitudes of galaxies in that cluster converted from apparent magnitudes
will be brighter or fainter than what they should be, and the intrinsic shape of the LF will
be distorted. Here we examine how big this effect is using the Schechter function fit from
Barkhouse et al. (2007). We simulate a sample of 100 clusters at z = 0.2, each of them
with the same intrinsic LF as the Schechter function fit from Barkhouse et al. (2007). We
use a Monte Carlo method, randomly assigning a redshift to each cluster in the range of
z = 0.2±0.01. This is equivalent to randomly shifting the LF horizontally toward brighter
or fainter magnitudes by 0.29 mag. We then take the average of the 100 shifted LFs as
the stacked LF for this sample. The stacked LF only makes ∼1.3 per cent difference to
the bright end (brighter than Mr′ = −21) of the undistorted LF, and ∼0.1 per cent to the
faint end. Therefore, this does not affect our results. Note, this uncertainty of 4z ∼ 0.01
is comparable to the redshift interval between two adjacent colour slices; thus the effect of
projection (§2.8.3) is of comparable uncertainty.
Aperture Effect
As mentioned in §2.2.2, the colour is measured within a fixed aperture of diameter 4.7
arcsec. To examine how colour gradients of galaxies affect our results, we measure the
colour in a smaller aperture, of diameter 3 arcsec, and compare the colours measured in
the two different apertures. The distribution of the colour difference of the red-sequence
galaxies in the two apertures is symmetric in general. The scattering of the distribution
† http://terapix.iap.fr/rubrique.php?id rubrique=241
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is smaller than or comparable to the uncertainty on the colour determined using the over-
lapping pointings (see Figure 2.2). At the bright end, the median of the colour in the
larger aperture is ∼ 0.03 mag bluer (smaller than the width of the colour slice). For the
LFs constructed using methods P10 2σ and NP 2σ, the number of red-sequence galaxies
might be slightly underestimated due to this scattering. However, for methods Red 4σ and
Red all, the results are not affected as long as the scattering is symmetric.
Richness Dependence
Since we detect clusters using only galaxies brighter than m∗+2, which is around the
magnitude that separates giant from dwarf galaxies, it is possible that our sample is biased
towards systems with more giants. To test this, we examine whether clusters with fewer
giants have higher DGRs. We calculate the DGRs for a subset of very rich clusters with
Nred,m∗+2 ≥ 18 (plotted as open pentagons in Figure 2.18, with slight offset in redshift
for clarity), and for a set of clusters that are not rich enough to be included in our final
catalogue (7 ≤ Nred,m∗+2 ≤ 10), using our best method Red 4σ. We do not find strong
dependence of the DGR on the richness of the clusters. Therefore, our results are not
biased due to the detection method. Note the richness of our clusters is measured within a
radius of 0.5 Mpc from cluster centres, and all analysis are carried out for the same region.
To check if this biases our results, we calculate the DGR using a slightly larger radius
(r <1 Mpc), and find that the change of DGR is within ∼ 1σ of the values shown by the
triangles in Figure 2.18; thus it does not change our conclusions either.
For clusters with Nred,m∗+2 ≥ 12, we do not detect obvious correlation between the
individual DGR and Nred,m∗+2. For the richest cluster in our sample, Abell0362 at z ∼ 0.2
(§2.4.1), its red-sequence DGR is ∼ 0.7 ± 0.2, similar to the sample average DGR. The
deficit of dwarf galaxies (20.5 < r′ < 22.3) is clearly visible on its CMD in Figure 2.9.
For the four clusters in our sample that have comparable richness as Coma, their average
DGR is 0.9±0.1, similar to the sample average as well. We also constructed the composite
red-sequence LF for the four X-ray confirmed clusters that have Nred,m∗+2 ≥ 12 (but they
are all poor clusters with kT∼ 2 keV), and it is consistent with the LF of the whole sample,
within the uncertainties.
Note although Coma is ∼ 4 times richer than the typical clusters in our sample and the
Yang07 sample, the lack of strong richness dependence of the red-sequence DGR seen in
our sample suggests that the rapid evolution between z ∼ 0.2 and z ∼ 0 we see in Figure
2.18 is probably a genuine redshift evolution. However, this is based on the assumption
that the lack of richness dependence still holds at z ∼ 0, and that Coma is a typical cluster
at this redshift, that can be fairly compared with our ensemble averages. We will use a
larger low redshift comparison sample to explore this issue in the future work.
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Note, at higher redshifts, z ∼ 0.5, the study by Gilbank et al. (2008), using a statistical
sample of red-sequence selected clusters (similar to that presented in this work), found that
the red-sequence DGR is higher for richer systems than that for poorer systems. This is
contrary to the findings of De Lucia et al. (2007), who used ∼ 10 optically selected clusters
at z ∼ 0.4 − 0.8. The richness cuts used in Gilbank et al. (2008) are Bgc > 800 for the
richer subsample (the richness parameter, Bgc, is described in Yee & López-Cruz 1999),
and 300 < Bgc < 500 for the poorer subsample. De Lucia et al. (2007) calculated the
dynamical masses (rather than richnesses) via velocity dispersions for individual clusters.
The criterion they used to separate “richer” (higher velocity dispersion) and “poorer”
(lower velocity dispersion) clusters was the velocity dispersion being higher or lower than
600 km s−1 (which is approximately Bgc ∼ 600, Gilbank et al. 2008). The division used in
both studies roughly corresponds to Nred,m∗+2 ∼ 12 in our cluster sample, since the virial
mass of a cluster with σ = 600 km s−1 and r200 ∼ 1 Mpc is ∼ 1 × 1014M. Thus the
richness/mass-dependence of the red-sequence DGR at z >∼ 0.4 is still an open question.
Projection Effect
If two clusters are close enough in redshift space (within neighbouring colour slices), and
are projected along the line-of-sight, their red-sequences would not be distinguished. As
a consequence of this projection effect, the number count of galaxies per cluster would be
overestimated, and the shape of the LFs would be slightly smoothed (although this latter
effect is small, see §2.8.3). Another consequence is that it might reduce any trend of the
DGR with richness, since a rich system that consists of two projected poorer systems would
give a DGR that is similar to the poorer systems.
According to, for example, Gilbank et al. (2008), for clusters in the Red-Sequence Clus-
ter Survey (Gladders & Yee, 2005) over the redshift range 0.4 < z < 1, the contamination
rate from projected systems is ∼ 5 − 10 per cent. Since the method we use to detect our
clusters is based on the CRS method, we expect the contamination rate to be similar. In
the future work, we will use the full CFHTLS data to explore this more thoroughly.
Slope of the CMR
Since our method Red 4σ mirrors galaxies on the redder side of the best-fit CMR to avoid
contamination from the cluster blue cloud, it is important that the best-fit CMR goes
through the centre of the red-sequence. Because of the heavy contamination from the blue
cloud at faint magnitudes, the fit to the CMR is carried out at brighter magnitudes down
to m∗ + 2, and extrapolated to fainter magnitudes. To test the effect of the fitted slope on
the DGR, we fix the colour of the best-fit CMR at m∗, vary the slope by ± ∼ 20 per cent,
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and recalculate the red-sequence DGR using method Red 4σ. The variation of the DGR
due to this slope change is about 20 per cent, and thus does not change our conclusions.
The extrapolation of CMR from bright magnitudes to fainter ones implicitly assumes
that the slope is independent of magnitude. This is reasonable for a truely passive pop-
ulation that is already dead, which is what we are after here. For galaxies that are in
the transition of moving from the blue cloud onto the faint end of the red-sequence, we
would expect the colour of the red-sequence galaxies to be bluer towards fainter magni-
tudes; therefore a constant slope over the whole magnitude range would underestimate this
population in transition. Which method to use depends on which population one is after.
Filter Transformation
Since the division between dwarf and giant galaxy is defined in the z = 0 rest-frame V band
in the Vega system (De Lucia et al., 2007), we now examine the effect of the uncertainty
in passband transformation on the red-sequence DGR.
As mentioned in §2.3.1, we use a simple single-burst model, calibrated with the data
of Coma, to produce the red-sequence CMD. The (V − r′) colour we use to transform
the definition of dwarf and giant in V to r′ is produced by the same model. The uncer-
tainty associated with this transformation could come from a few sources: for example,
the magnitude-metallicity relation fitted to reproduce the CMR of Coma, which, if slightly
different, would produce a different colour for a given magnitude; the uncertainties on the
photometry of the Coma data (Bower et al., 1992) could also introduce an error on the
(V − r′) colour. However, given that the spectral energy distribution of the old galaxy
population is well known, and over the redshift range studied in this work the observed
r′ band is similar to the rest-frame V band, we expect the uncertainty on (V − r′) to be
small, at a level of < 0.1 mag.
We now examine how an uncertainty of ±0.1 mag on the division between dwarf and
giant in r′ would affect our results. To maximize the effect, we make the dividing point
between dwarf and giant 0.1 mag brighter, and the faint limit of dwarf 0.1 mag fainter.
The resulting DGRs for our cluster sample calculated exactly the same way as in §2.7.2
are 0.8 ± 0.05 at z ∼ 0.2; 1.0 ± 0.05 at z ∼ 0.27, and 1.1 ± 0.06 at z ∼ 0.33. Note this
demonstrates the maximum effect by taking an extreme case (two offsets of 0.1 mag in
directions chosen to maximise changes in DGR); the real impact on the results due to the
filter transformation is smaller than this.
None of the systematics discussed in this section significantly affects our results. Thus,




In this work we detected and compiled a large sample of 127 clusters over the redshift range
of 0.17 ≤ z ≤ 0.36 from the CFHTLS data using a method similar to the CRS method
(Gladders & Yee, 2000), and constructed the r′−band red-sequence LFs within a projected
radius of r < 0.5 Mpc from cluster centres. The depth of the CFHTLS data enables us to
go deeper at these redshifts for a larger sample than previous studies. Our main results
are as follows:
• We have presented a thorough study of the effect of colour selections on the red-sequence
LF, and showed that the faint end of the LF is very sensitive to how red-sequence galaxies
are selected. We find that one optimal way to minimise the blue cloud contamination is
to consider only galaxies redder (but no redder than 4σ) than the CMR, and then double
the number count; with a second colour cut to further reduce the background.
• The red-sequence LFs of our sample have a significant inflexion centred at Mr′ ∼ −18.5
(especially at z ∼ 0.2), and thus cannot be described by a single Schechter function, sug-
gesting a mixture of two populations.
• By comparing the red-sequence LFs of our sample with that of low redshift samples
constructed from SDSS, calculated consistently using our best method, we showed there is
a steepening of the faint end with decreasing redshift since z ∼ 0.2, but no strong evolution
between z ∼ 0.2 and z ∼ 0.4.
• As a result of the evolution of the LFs, the red-sequence DGRs we measured show no
significant changes over 0.2 <∼ z <∼ 0.4, but an increase of a factor of ∼ 3 from z ∼ 0.2 to
z ∼ 0 (over the last 2.5 Gyr). Also, we do not see a strong dependence of the DGR on the
richness of the clusters within our own sample.
• We thoroughly checked possible systematics, and showed none of them significantly af-
fects our results, and thus our results are robust.
One of the interesting results is the lack of evolution of the red-sequence DGR over
0.2 <∼ z <∼ 0.4, and the increase since z ∼ 0.2. This suggests a rapid build-up of the
cluster red-sequence in terms of the number of dwarf galaxies over the last 2.5 Gyr (the
corresponding stellar mass on the red-sequence has only increased by 15 per cent). Taking
the time delay assumed in Smith et al. (2009) for galaxies to move onto the red-sequence
(1 Gyr for the single burst SSP models, and 0.5 Gyr for the quenched models), our results
imply a significant fraction of faint red galaxies have been quenched within the last ∼ 3
Gyr.
At higher redshifts than probed in this work, the evolution of the faint end of the red-
sequence is still controversial, see for example Stott et al. (2007), De Lucia et al. (2007), and
Andreon (2008). Given the different colour selections employed in those studies, and the
sensitivity of the faint end to the selection method we have demonstrated, in a subsequent
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work, we will extend our current study and measure the red-sequence LFs consistently out
to higher redshifts. With the release of new data from CFHTLS, we will have a larger
cluster sample, and thus better statistics.
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Chapter 3
Star Formation Rate from Cluster
Cores to Outskirts
3.1 Introduction
A lot has been learned about the star formation history of our Universe since early studies
showed that the global star formation rate has declined by about a factor of 10 since z ∼ 1
(e.g Lilly et al., 1996; Madau et al., 1996). With decreasing redshift, the star formation
rate of the star-forming galaxies has been decreasing (Noeske et al., 2007), with an increase
in the number of passive galaxies (Pozzetti et al., 2009). The study by Bell et al. (2007)
showed that a transformation from blue galaxies to red ones is needed, so that the stellar
mass of today’s blue galaxies is not overproduced.
The origin of this decline of the star formation rate and transformation remains unclear.
Among all possible reasons, the role that environment plays is especially uncertain. It has
been known that in dense regions such as the cores of galaxy clusters, the population is
dominated by galaxies with red colours and low average star formation rates (Gómez et al.,
2003; Balogh et al., 2004a; Weinmann et al., 2006a; Haines et al., 2006; Kimm et al., 2009).
Since, under the hierarchical paradigm, galaxy clusters grow by accreting galaxies that are
generally star-forming, a transformation must have happened to quench the star formation.
However, how and where this happens remains elusive.
Studies have shown that the suppression of star formation is not restricted to cluster
cores. For example, Balogh et al. (1997, 1998) and Lewis et al. (2002) detected a lower
fraction of star-forming galaxies relative to the field beyond ∼ 2 virial radii. However,
despite the low star-forming fraction in clusters, the change of star formation rate within
the star-forming population itself has eluded detection. A recent study by Peng et al.
(2010) showed, using the SDSS data, that the specific star formation rate of star-forming
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galaxies is the same in the lowest and highest density regions. Some recent studies have
suggested that the quenching of star formation might have started well before galaxies
reach cluster cores, and in halos with mass below ∼ 1013 M (Balogh & McGee, 2010).
An interesting place to look for the transformations is the outskirt regions of clus-
ters. Simulations have shown that clusters are surrounded by large-scale structures such
as filaments and sheets, and galaxies are accreted mainly along these structures (Bond
et al., 1996; Colberg et al., 1999). These accretion zones are where galaxies reside before
they reach the cluster cores, and thus might be an attractive candidate for where the
transformation of galaxies happens. However, due to the low density contrast with the
foreground/background field, studying the infall regions of clusters is very difficult and
thus progress has been slow.
In this Chapter, we use a large sample of clusters we detected from the Canada-France-
Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey (CFHTLS), to study the star formation properties of
member galaxies using our GALEX UV data, from the cluster core out to the outskirt
region. We examine these properties as a function of stellar mass, as it has become clear
that stellar mass is one of the key parameters that determines the properties of galaxies
(Kauffmann et al., 2003). In Section 3.2, we describe the data sets, and the cross-matching
of the optical and UV catalogues. The background subtraction and stellar mass estimate
are described in Section 3.3. Results and discussion are presented in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.
We conclude in Section 3.6.
We assume a cosmology with present day matter density parameter Ωm = 0.3, vac-
uum energy density parameter ΩΛ = 0.7, and Hubble constant Ho=70 km s
−1 Mpc−1
throughout. All magnitudes are in the AB system unless otherwise specified.
3.2 Data
The data we used in this study are from the CFHTLS Wide optical survey and the GALEX
NUV survey. We describe them separately below.
3.2.1 Optical Data
The cluster sample we used in this study is detected from the wide survey of CFHTLS,
which is a joint Canadian and French imaging survey in u∗, g′, r′, i′ and z′ filters using, the
wide-field imager MegaCam. The survey is now complete, covering a total of 171 square
degrees, composed of single pointings each with a field of view of 1x1 square degree. The
data sets and our cluster detection are described in detail in Chapter 2, and thus here
we only point out a few improvements. One of the improvements is that we used the
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stellar locus of stars from SDSS to calibrate the colour offset of each individual CFHTLS
pointing (see Gilbank et al. 2010 for details). After this calibration, the dispersion of the
colour of all pointings is about 0.01 magnitude. This reduces the scatter in colour when
we stack a large number of clusters together. Further, we excluded regions around bright
stars, which would lead to photometry with larger uncertainty and an underestimate of
the galaxy number density. This second effect has the most impact when we study the
properties of galaxies far from cluster centres, where the density is low. In this work, we
focus on clusters that are between 0.15 < z < 0.35. For more information on the properties
of our cluster sample, see Chapter 2.
3.2.2 GALEX Data
In Cycle 5 of the GALEX Guest Investigator Programme, we proposed extended GALEX
NUV coverage over the whole CFHTLS wide fields (GI5-28), to the same depth as the
Medium Imaging Survey (∼1500s). The data collection is only partially complete, currently
covering approximately 80 square degrees of the sky. In addition, we include existing
archival data over the CFHTLS wide fields with exposure time greater than 1500s. For
multiple observations taken at the same position, the one with deeper exposure is used.
Figure 3.1 shows all the data we have in hand that are used in this work.
We make use of the photometry provided in the NUV catalogue measured using SEx-
tractor (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996) by the standard GALEX pipeline (Morrissey et al., 2007).
The standard pipeline uses a sophisticated method to correctly estimate the background
in low-count regions. However, in some regions, there is residual elevated background,
likely due to reflection from bright stars. An example is shown in Figure 3.2. These ele-
vated backgrounds cause problems in both object detection and photometry measurements.
Therefore, we mask out these regions when doing the analysis. The total area masked out
is about 0.3 square degrees, which is insignificant compared to the whole coverage; however
it can become more important when considering individual clusters.
The field of view of GALEX is circular, with a radius of ∼0.6 degree. To avoid the
slightly degraded astrometry and photometry near the edge of the each pointing, we only
include objects within a radius of 0.58 degree from the field centre, and we readjust the
field centre since the default centre given in the image header is occasionally slightly off.
As there are duplicate objects in the overlaps among adjacent pointings, we use a search
radius of 5 arcsec to match duplicate detections, and keep the one that is closest to the
centre of the pointing it comes from.
We use mag auto as the total magnitude. We correct for Galactic extinction using the
relation between extinction and the reddening determined by Wyder et al. (2007), where
the reddening E(B-V) is calculated using the Schlegel et al. (1998) dust map. Since the PSF
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Figure 3.1: The current GALEX NUV coverage over the four CFHTLS wide fields, includ-
ing both our GI data and archival data.
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Figure 3.2: An example of the regions with residual elevated background in GALEX NUV
images, which causes problems for both object detection and photometry measurement.
The size of this region is about 0.15 x 0.15 square degree. The unit on the colourbar is
counts per second per pixel.
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of GALEX data is very different from that of the CFHTLS data, when measuring NUV-
optical colours we use mag auto in both catalogues, instead of aperture magnitudes as
for the optical-optical colour measurements. We estimate the NUV magnitude uncertainty
using duplicate detections from overlapping pointings, and this is shown in Figure 3.3 as
a function of magnitude. In the left panel of Figure 3.4, we show the number counts as a
function of magnitude, normalized to per tile, from our GI5 data (red dotted histogram)
and the deeper XMMLSS data (black solid line). In the right panel, we plot the ratio of
the number counts from GI5 data to that from XMMLSS, which shows that the ∼ 80 per
cent completeness of our GI5 data is about NUV=23 mag. Therefore, for our analysis here,
we only consider objects brighter than this limit.
3.2.3 Cross-matching Catalogues
Since the CFHTLS data are much deeper than our GALEX data, essentially all NUV
detected sources should have a match in the optical catalogue, except for extremely blue,
optically faint galaxies. Therefore, for each NUV source, we search the optical catalogue
(without any magnitude cut) for matches within a radius of 4 arcsec. In ∼ 40 per cent
of cases, there are multiple optical matches for one NUV source. To deal with this, we
do the matching in two rounds. In the first round, we do a one-to-one match, taking the
closest optical source within 2 arcsec as the real match. We take this matched catalogue as
the calibration catalogue. In the second round, for each NUV source, we keep all optical
sources within 4 arcsec (a conservative threshold to include all possible matches), and still
take the closest one as the real match if the next closest one is at least 1 arcsec away
from the closest. In about 35 per cent of the multiple matches, there is at least one other
possible match within 1 arcsec of the closest match. In these cases, we determine which
one is more likely to be the real match using the process described below.
In Figure 3.5, we plot the u∗ − r′ vs. NUV − u∗ colour of matched objects from
the calibration catalogue (small dots) in the magnitude range 22.5 < NUV < 23. This
shows that, at a certain magnitude, there is a limited range of colour a galaxy is likely to
have. Therefore, for each NUV source with multiple possible optical matches, we go to the
calibration catalogue, and calculate the density around the location of each possible match
in this u∗− r′ vs. NUV − u∗ space, in the range NUV ± 0.25 mag around the magnitude
of the NUV source. We take the one that has the highest density as the real match. One
example is shown in Figure 3.5. The four squares are four possible optical matches to a
NUV source with NUV=22.5, numbered in the order of distance from the NUV source,
with 1 being the closest. The one that is the closest match in this case is less likely to be
the real match than the second closest match.
We restrict the final matched catalogue to objects that are optically flagged as galaxies
that are in the non-masked region (both around bright stars, see Section 3.2.1, and around
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Figure 3.3: The standard deviation of the magnitude differences of duplicate objects mea-
sured from overlapping regions in GALEX NUV images, as a function of NUV magnitude.
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Figure 3.4: Left panel: number counts as a function of magnitude (normalized to per
tile) from our GI5 data (red dotted histogram) and the deeper XMMLSS data (black solid
line). Right panel: completeness of our GI5 data as a function of magnitude. In this work,
we limit our sample to those brighter than NUV=23 mag, which is the ∼ 80 per cent
completeness limit.
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Figure 3.5: Small dots are matched objects from the calibration catalogue in the magnitude
range 22.5 < NUV < 23. This calibration catalogue contains one-to-one matches of optical
and NUV sources whose spatial separation is less than 2 arcsec, all of which are very likely
to be real matches. There is an obvious concentration of the dots in a specific region in this
colour-colour space, indicating the colours the real matches are mostly likely to have. The
thin locus (from NUV − u∗ of 1 to 6) separated from the bulk of the points are occupied
by stars. The four squares are four possible optical matches within 4 arcsec from a NUV
source with NUV=22.5, numbered in the order of distance from the NUV source, with 1
being the closest one. It shows that the one that is the closest match in this case is less
likely to be the real match than the second closest match, because it is located in a less
dense region.
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the regions with elevated background in the GALEX data), with SExtractor flag less or
equal than 3 in all filters (u∗, g′, r′, i′, z′ and NUV ).
3.3 Analysis
3.3.1 Background Subtraction
To study the properties of galaxies in clusters, it is important to separate them from the
foreground/background galaxies that are projected along the line-of-sight to the clusters of
interest. We do not have spectroscopy for our large cluster sample to determine the mem-
bership of each galaxy. However, we can still study their average properties, by stacking
clusters at similar redshifts and using a statistical background subtraction. Note that a
photometric redshift catalogue of the CFHTLS wide survey has recently been released (Il-
bert et al., 2006; Coupon et al., 2009). However, the dispersion of the redshift distribution
of cluster members is narrower than the typical uncertainty of the photometric redshift.
Therefore, in our case, especially when we examine the outskirt region of clusters where the
contrast with the field is low, selecting cluster members using solely photometric redshift
is not very reliable. However, before the statistical subtraction, using photometric redshift
to exclude galaxies at redshifts much higher and lower than that of the clusters can effi-
ciently reduce the noise. The results presented here are derived using photometric redshifts
to preselect potential cluster members. We have checked that without using photometric
redshifts, our results do not change except that the error bars are larger.
The statistical subtraction method we used here is somewhat different from that used in
the literature, and we describe it in detail below. As with any other statistical background
subtraction method, the goal is to determine the excess of galaxies in (for example), a
certain magnitude or colour range that belong to a cluster, relative to the field population
that is projected along the line-of-sight to the cluster of interest. In our case, we have
photometry in six passbands, and therefore we do the subtraction in multi-colour space
simultaneously. Because broad band colours roughly trace the shape of the spectrum, the
use of multiple colours allows us to effectively remove galaxies that do not have the right
spectral shape at a given redshift. This will be important when we turn to models to
convert observed quantities to physical ones.
The data coverage is not 100 per cent for each cluster, due to gaps between tiles and
masked-out regions with bad object detection or photometry. Therefore, we first calculate,
for each cluster, within a certain radius that we are interested in, what fraction of the area
is covered by valid data, using a high-resolution random catalogue. We then weight each
galaxy within this radius by this fraction, and by the number of clusters in the stack so
that the number attached to each galaxy represents the number per cluster.
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To construct the field sample, we do exactly the same thing as the cluster sample, but
replace the centre of each cluster with a random position generated from the same patch
(W1,2,3,4) from which the cluster was detected? . This way, for each cluster in the stack,
there is a corresponding field sample with the same systematics such as the imaging depth
or overall number density (which could vary from patch to patch due to different Galactic
extinction and cosmic variance).
With the two sets of samples in hand, one with cluster + field counts, and one with
just field counts, we now do the subtraction in the following way. For each galaxy from
the field sample, we search for the nearest neighbor in the NUV magnitude and (NUV −
u∗), (u∗ − g′), (g′ − r′), (r′ − i′), (i′ − z′) colour space. We then subtract the weight of
this field galaxy from that of its nearest neighbor in the cluster image. Since each galaxy
has a different weight, this may result in a negative number. In this case, we set the
number attached to this nearest neighbor to zero and subtract the “negative excess” from
the next-nearest neighbor, and so on until the number becomes positive. In the end, we
have a subset of galaxies from the cluster sample that all have a positive number attached
to them. These galaxies should essentially all be cluster members, because galaxies that
have similar spectral shape as the field (foreground/background) galaxies are effectively
removed by doing the subtraction in multi-colour space. The advantage of this method is
that the galaxies that are left can then be treated individually as cluster members.
We perform the last two steps, constructing the field sample and subtracting it from
the cluster sample, 100 times, and average the results over the 100 realizations. The error
bars on the results presented here are the standard deviation of the 100 realizations.
As an example, in Figure 3.6 we show the result of one realization of the background
subtraction of one of the clusters in our sample. Small cyan circles represent all potential
cluster members in the field of view before the subtraction, selected from their photometric
redshifts. Solid red dots are galaxies that are left after the subtraction, with UV detected
galaxies indicated by the blue dots. The large black circle shows a radius of 5Mpc from
the cluster centre. The colour-magnitude diagrams of this cluster, in four radial bins, are
shown in Figure 3.7. The symbols are the same as in Figure 3.6, with the additional small
black dots indicating field galaxies. The red-sequence is clearly visible in the core of the
cluster.
3.3.2 k-corrections
The k-corrections are computed using KCORRECT v4 1 4 (Blanton & Roweis, 2007). We
are able to use this because, as discussed above, after the background subtraction what
we are left with are essentially cluster members, whose redshift is determined from the
?For the field sample, we mask out any known clusters, out to r = 3 Mpc
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Figure 3.6: The spatial distribution of galaxies in the field of view (r<7Mpc) of one ex-
ample cluster. Small cyan circles are all potential cluster members, as determined from
their photometric redshifts. Solid red dots are galaxies that are left after the background
subtraction, with NUV detected sources indicated in blue. The big black circle shows the
5 Mpc radius.
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Figure 3.7: The colour-magnitude diagrams of the example cluster shown in Figure 3.6 is
shown, in four radial bins. The symbols are the same as in Figure 3.6, with the additional
small black dots indicating field galaxies.
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red-sequence galaxies of the clusters as described in detail in Chapter 2. Because at the
redshift of our cluster sample, the observed NUV magnitude probes the FUV wavelength,
we reconstruct the rest-frame FUV magnitude from our six passband photometry using
the public code of Blanton & Roweis (2007). The typical correction is about 0.6 mag.
3.3.3 Star Formation Rate
The UV luminosity we observe cannot be directly converted to a star formation rate because
of the existence of dust around star-forming regions. The dust will absorb the UV emission
and re-emit it at a longer wavelength. Therefore, it is important to correct for the effect
of dust absorption, before we can infer the star formation rate from the UV luminosity.
The total IR to UV luminosity ratio (LTIR/LUV ) is a reliable estimator of the dust
extinction in star-forming galaxies (e.g. Buat, 1992). We do not have IR information
for our cluster sample. However, it has been shown that there is a correlation between
LTIR/LUV and the slope of the UV continuum (e.g. Meurer et al., 1999; Cortese et al.,
2006). We use this to estimate LTIR/LUV , and eventually the dust extinction.
If fit by a power law, the UV continuum can be described as f(λ) ∝ λβ, where f is in
unit of ergs s−1 cm−2 λ−1 (Calzetti et al., 1994). Therefore, the slope β can be estimated
as β = (lgf2 − lgf1) / (lgλ2 − lgλ1) . In the redshift range of our cluster sample, the rest-
frame wavelength range used to measure the UV slope, 1250Å< λ < 2600Å, is shifted to
the bandpasses of NUV and u∗. Therefore, in our case, we reconstruct the rest-frame FUV
and NUV from our observed multi-band photometry again using the code of Blanton &
Roweis (2007). Converting the AB magnitude to flux using m(AB) = −2.5lgfν − 48.6 =
−2.5lg(fλλ2/c)− 48.6, where fν is in unit of ergs s−1 cm−2 Hz−1, we have:
β = −0.4 (mu∗ −mNUV ) / (lgλ2 − lgλ1) − 2 = 2.2(mFUV −mNUV ) − 2, where mFUV and
mNUV are in the rest-frame.
It has been pointed out that the relation between the UV slope and LTIR/LUV is
different for star-bursting galaxies and normal star-forming galaxies (Bell, 2002; Kong
et al., 2004; Cortese et al., 2006). Since most of the galaxies we are after here are normal
star-forming galaxies, we adopt the relation derived by Cortese et al. (2006)(eq. 5) for
normal star-forming galaxies, which is:
lg(LTIR/LFUV ) = (0.7± 0.06)β + (1.3± 0.06). (3.1)
In the study by Cortese et al. (2008), the relation between LTIR/LFUV and dust ex-
tinction A(FUV) is derived using SED fitting for galaxies with different ages. Therefore,
for galaxies off the red-sequence (defined as those with (g′ − r′) and (r′ − i′) colour bluer
by 0.2 magnitude than the red-sequence), we adopt the relation for young star-forming
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galaxies (their τ > 7 model), and for galaxies on the red-sequence we adopt the one for an
older population (their τ ∼ 5.4 model) (see their table 1).
The dust-corrected magnitude is turned into a luminosity, and the star formation rate
is then estimated using the Kennicutt (1998) relation:
SFR(M yr
−1) = 1.4× 10−28Lν(ergs s−1 Hz−1). (3.2)
Note that, for our sample we do not have enough information to identify AGN; however,
only a small fraction of galaxies in clusters are AGN hosts (e.g. Martini et al., 2002; Miller
et al., 2003), and thus does not strongly affect our results.
3.3.4 Stellar Mass
It has become clear that the properties of galaxies are largely dependent on their stellar
mass (e.g. Kauffmann et al., 2003). We estimate stellar mass using the i-band mass-to-
light ratio, as a function of SDSS (g − r) colour, from Bell et al. (2003). We project our
k-corrected rest-frame (g′− r′) colour measured in CFHTLS filters onto the SDSS system,
using the code of Blanton & Roweis (2007).
3.3.5 Field Sample
In Section 3.3.1, we described our background subtraction process, in which for each cluster
sample we construct a corresponding field sample. When we stack clusters together, we
also stack the corresponding field samples together, restricting to galaxies that span the
redshift ranges covered by the clusters in the stack, as determined from the photometric
redshift. We take this as the comparison field sample to our cluster sample.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Luminosity Function
Before we start examining the star formation properties of our clusters, we first present
the NUV luminosity function, constructed using two background subtraction methods.
In Section 3.3.1, we described our background subtraction method in NUV magnitude
and five colours simultaneously, which allows us to treat galaxies that are left as indi-
vidual cluster members. To check that our method of removing the nearest neighbor in
multi-colour space preserves the NUV magnitude distribution, we compare the luminosity
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Figure 3.8: NUV luminosity function of stacked clusters within the central 1 Mpc in
two redshift bins, constructed using two subtraction methods. The solid lines represent
that constructed using a more traditional method; and the dashed lines represent that
constructed using our method. In the more traditional method, we simply subtract the
number of galaxies in a certain NUV magnitude bin in the field sample from that in the
cluster+field sample. In our more sophisticated method, the subtraction is carried out in
NUV magnitude and five colours simultaneously, which allows us to treat galaxies that are
left as individual cluster members. The fact that these two agree very well with each other
confirms that our multi-colour background subtraction method does preserve the NUV
magnitude distribution.
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function constructed from members left from this method with that constructed using a
more traditional background subtraction method. In this more traditional method, we
simply subtract the number of galaxies in a certain NUV magnitude bin in the field sam-
ple from that in the cluster+field sample (the same field and cluster+field samples as
described in Section 3.3.1). In Figure 3.8, the solid lines represent the NUV luminosity
functions of the stacked clusters within the central 1 Mpc, at two redshifts, constructed
using the more traditional method; the dashed lines represent that constructed using our
more sophisticated method. Those two agree very well with each other, confirming that
our multi-colour background subtraction method does preserve the NUV magnitude dis-
tribution. Note these luminosity functions are not k-corrected, because we can only apply
k-correction to “members” that are left from our multi-colour subtraction method.
3.4.2 SSFR vs. Stellar Mass
It has been found that star-forming galaxies form a tight sequence in the specific star
formation rate (SSFR) vs. stellar mass (M∗) plane (Noeske et al., 2007; Salim et al.,
2007), where SSFR is defined as SFR/M∗. In Figure 3.9, we show one realization of the
SSFR vs. stellar mass of our stacked clusters at two redshifts, in the top and bottom
panels respectively. The black dots are blue cluster galaxies, while red dots represent those
that are on the red-sequence. The green dots are field galaxies. In the left and right
panels, we present the relation in two regions with the most contrasting density: the core
(0 < r < 1Mpc) and the outskirts (5 < r < 7Mpc). Note that the depth of our NUV
data corresponds to a SFR detection limit of 0.3 M yr
−1 at z ∼ 0.2 and 0.7 M yr−1 at
z ∼ 0.3. Therefore, the slope of the SSFR vs. M∗ of our sample is mostly driven by the
detection limit, not reflecting the true slope. For this reason, we do not attempt to fit the
relation of our sample. Nonetheless, comparing the left panels with the right ones, it seems
that the relation in the cluster cores and the outskirts are both consistent with that in
the field, showing no dependence on the environment. This is consistent with the findings
of Peng et al. (2010), who found no difference of this relation in the lowest and highest
density regions in the SDSS data. The recent study by McGee et al. (2010) also found
that there is no significant difference between the star-forming galaxies in groups and the
field.
The ensemble average SSFR (total SFR/total stellar mass) of our clusters is shown in
Figure 3.10, at different clustercentric radii, split into three stellar mass bins. Squares,
crosses, triangles represent the 9.0 < log10(M∗/ M) < 9.7, 9.7 < log10(M∗/ M) < 10.5,
and 10.5 < log10(M∗/ M) < 11.5 mass bins respectively. It is clear that the average SFR
of the star-forming galaxies (SFR> 0.7 M yr
−1 ) is roughly constant from the cluster core
out to the outskirt region. It is interesting to compare this with the field values, which are
indicated by the solid, dotted, and dashed lines for the three stellar masses respectively.
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Figure 3.9: One realization of the SSFR vs. stellar mass relation of our stacked clusters at
two redshifts (top and bottom panels). The black dots are blue cluster galaxies, and the
red dots represent those that are on the red-sequence. The green dots are field galaxies.
The relations in two regions with the most contrasting density, the core (0 < r < 1Mpc)
and the outskirt (5 < r < 7Mpc), are shown in the left and right panels respectively.
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Figure 3.10: The ensemble average SSFR (total SFR/total stellar mass) of our clusters,
at different clustercentric radii, split into three stellar mass bins. Squares, crosses and
triangles represent the 9.0 < log10(M∗/ M) < 9.7, 9.7 < log10(M∗/ M) < 10.5, and
10.5 < log10(M∗/ M) < 11.5 mass bins, respectively. The corresponding field values are
indicated by the solid, dotted, and dashed lines respectively. It is clear that the average
SFR of the star-forming galaxies (SFR> 0.7 M yr
−1) is roughly constant from the cluster
core out to the outskirt regions.
There does not appear to be a significant difference between the average SSFR in clusters
and in the field, except for the highest stellar mass bin at z ∼ 0.2, where the values in
clusters are lower than that in the field. Note that the clustercentric distance plotted
in Figure 3.10 (also in Figures 3.12 and 3.13 as we will see below) is not scaled to r200.
However, for most clusters in our sample, their r200 is from ∼ 0.8 Mpc to ∼1.7 Mpc, which
is mostly within the first radial bin, and thus does not change our conclusions.
We now further examine this by looking at the distribution of the SSFR (instead of
just the average) in each stellar mass bin. In Figure 3.11, the circles, solid, dotted and
dashed histograms represent respectively the distribution (normalized by the total stellar
mass) of the SSFR at four clustercentric radii, for galaxies with 9.0 < log10(M∗/ M) < 9.7
(left panel) and 10.5 < log10(M∗/ M) < 11.5 (right panel). The triangles show the field
distribution. For the lower stellar mass bin, within the error bars, we do not detect a
significant change in the distribution from cluster core out to the infall region, and they
seem to be consistent with that in the field as well. For the higher stellar mass bin, there
is no significant change in the distribution at different clustercentric radii. However, when
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Figure 3.11: The distribution of the SSFR at different radii, for two fixed stellar masses (left
and right panels). The circles, solid, dotted and dashed histograms represent respectively
the distribution (normalized by the total stellar mass) of the SSFR at four clustercentric
radii, and triangles show the field distribution. For the lower stellar mass bin, within
the error bars, we do not detect a significant change in the distribution from the cluster
core out to the infall region, and they seem to be consistent with that in the field as
well. For the higher stellar mass bin, there is no significant change in the distribution at
different clustercentric radii. However, when compared to the field distribution, it seems
that in clusters there are fewer galaxies with SSFR above 10−10.2 yr−1 relative to those
below, indicating a decline in the SFR of high stellar mass galaxies in clusters. This is also
reflected in the lower average SSFR in clusters at that stellar mass compared to that in
the field, as shown in Figure 3.10.
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compared to the field distribution, it seems that in clusters there are fewer galaxies with
SSFR above 10−10.2 yr−1 relative to those below, indicating a decline in the SFR of high
stellar mass galaxies in clusters. This is also reflected in the lower average SSFR in clusters
at that stellar mass compared to that in the field, as shown in Figure 3.10. This is visible
in Figure 3.9 as a deficit of high stellar mass and low SSFR field galaxies.
3.4.3 Star-forming Fraction
We now examine the fraction of star-forming galaxies out of the whole population as a
function of environment. To obtain the total number of galaxies, we follow the same
procedure as for the optical-UV matched catalogue, except that we now include galaxies
that are not NUV detected. In Figure 3.12, the fraction of star-forming galaxies with SFR
above our detection limit is plotted as a function of clustercentric radius in three stellar
mass bins, for the lower (left panel) and higher redshift samples (right panel). The most
interesting thing is that, at z ∼ 0.2, there is an abrupt change in the fraction of star-
forming galaxies with SFR> 0.3 M yr
−1 between 0 < r < 1Mpc and 1 < r < 3Mpc,
and beyond ∼ 3 Mpc there is no further dependence on the clustercentric radius. For the
z ∼ 0.3 sample, there does not appear to be a significant change from the core out to the
outskirts. However, note that the lowest SFR we can probe at that redshift is rather high
(0.7 M yr
−1); this prevents us from seeing any changes that might be associated with the
population whose SFR is below this limit. Again, the star-forming fractions in the field are
indicated by lines, and they are much higher than those in the clusters. It is interesting to
note that, in the field at z ∼ 0.2, the star-forming fraction is highest in the intermediate
stellar mass range for both SFR> 0.3 M yr
−1 and SFR> 0.7 M yr
−1 (not plotted here),
while at z ∼ 0.3 the star-forming fraction is the highest in high stellar mass galaxies.
Note our detection limit in terms of SFR is too high for us to determine the fraction
of truly passive galaxies using their SFR. Therefore, in the next section, we resort to the
colour information to examine the passive population.
3.4.4 Red Fraction
We consider galaxies that are no bluer than 0.2 magnitude below the red-sequence in both
(g′ − r′) and (r′ − i′) colour as red galaxies. The fraction of red galaxies as a function of
distance from cluster centres is plotted in Figure 3.13, for the two samples at z ∼ 0.2 (left
panel) and z ∼ 0.3 (right panel), again split into three stellar mass bins. The red fraction
increases with stellar mass. At fixed stellar mass, it is quite clear that at both redshifts,
the change of the red fraction happens within ∼ 3Mpc from the cluster centres, with no
further changes beyond ∼ 3 Mpc. The change within the inner region is most obvious for
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Figure 3.12: The fraction of star-forming galaxies with SFR above our detection limits,
as a function of clustercentric radius in three stellar mass bins. Triangles, crosses, and
squares represent three stellar mass bins, and the corresponding field values are indicated
by blue dashed, red solid, and black dotted lines. The lower and higher redshift samples
are shown in the left and right panels respectively.
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Figure 3.13: The fraction of red galaxies as a function of distance from cluster centres,
for the two samples at z ∼ 0.2 (left panel) and z ∼ 0.3 (right panel), again split into three
stellar mass bins. Symbols represent cluster values, while lines represent field values for the
corresponding stellar mass. The red fraction increases with stellar mass. At fixed stellar
mass, the change of the red fraction happens within ∼ 3Mpc from the cluster centres, with
no further changes beyond ∼ 3 Mpc.
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the lowest stellar mass galaxies, in the sense that their red fraction increase by a factor of
∼ 2.
It is interesting also to compare this with the field values. The dashed, solid, and dotted
lines represent the red fraction in the field for the three stellar mass bins. Not surprisingly,
in the densest region, cluster cores (r < 1 Mpc), the red fraction is higher than that in the
field. The more interesting thing is that even at the outermost region (r ∼ 7 Mpc) where
the density is in very low contrast with the field, the red fraction is still much higher than
that in the field. We discuss the implication of this result in combination with the other
results presented above in the next Section.
3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Implication from the Red Fraction
A lot can be learned about the quenching of the star formation from the red fraction. In
Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4, we found an increase in the fraction of red galaxies within the
inner ∼ 3Mpc of the clusters compared to outer regions, and this fraction has increased
by a factor of 2 for the lowest stellar mass galaxies from z ∼ 0.3 to z ∼ 0.2 (over 1 Gyr).
However, we did not detect any changes in the star formation rate within the star-forming
population at different clustercentric distance. One possible interpretation of this is that,
within the core, the truncation of star formation happens rapidly within 1 Gyr, preventing
the detection of the population in the process of having their star formation shut off,
allowing only the resulting increase of passive galaxies to be seen. One good candidate
in this case would be ram-pressure stripping, which truncates the star formation on short
time scale and requires high density ICM that is present in the core of clusters.
In the outskirts (∼ 7Mpc), despite the low density contrast with the field, we found
that the red fraction is already higher than that in the field. This indicates that those
galaxies that just arrived at the cluster environment already have their star formation
quenched, supporting a “pre-processing” scenario suggested by several studies (e.g. Zablud-
off & Mulchaey, 1998; Balogh et al., 2000; Balogh & McGee, 2010).
One thing that cannot be inferred clearly from our results here is whether or not the
pre-processed galaxies in the outskirts are further processed by the cluster environment.
Because we are using a background subtraction method to determine cluster memberships,
in the outskirts, the excess we detected is possibly associated with denser regions (groups
of galaxies) relative to the mean density at that large radius. This is a scenario supported
by McGee et al. (2009), who suggests that a large fraction of galaxies that accrete onto
clusters are in groups (but see Berrier et al. (2009)). If that is the case, a comparison with
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the red fraction of the isolated groups in the field would tell us whether those groups in the
outskirts are different from those in the field. With our current data that only allow the
study of stacked clusters using a statistical background subtraction, it is hard to identify
individual real groups in the outskirt regions; therefore, we defer a closer examination of
groups in the outskirt regions to another project, where we use spectroscopic data to study
two contrasting clusters (See Chapter 4).
3.5.2 Model Star Formation Histories
To gain more insight into the star formation history of the cluster galaxies examined here,
we qualitatively compare the observed (FUV − g′) vs. (u′− g′) colours with model tracks.
We use Bruzual & Charlot (2003) models to predict the evolution of galaxies with different
star formation histories. In Figure 3.14, we show one realization of the observed (FUV −g′)
vs. (u′−g′) colour of galaxies within 3Mpc from cluster centres in our z ∼ 0.2 sample, in the
stellar mass range of 9.7 < log10(M∗/ M) < 10.5. Black squares represent blue galaxies
and red diamonds represent red ones. The black dotted line shows the model track of a
population whose star formation has been declining exponentially with a characteristic time
scale of τ = 5 Gyr (with a dust extinction of τν = 1). Starting with this model, we truncate
its star formation 3 Gyrs and 7 Gyrs later, and the subsequent colour evolution is shown
by the grey solid and green long-dashed lines. If we add a burst onto the exponentially
declining model at 5 Gyrs and then truncate the star formation, the evolution is indicated
by the blue short-dashed (with burst strength of 10 per cent) and red dot-dashed (with
burst strength of 1 per cent) lines. It seems the red galaxies detected in UV follow the
exponentially decaying model well, but the blue galaxies seem to require some additional
quenching. Note that it is not our purpose here to explore all parameter space; therefore
these models are not unique, but they do provide a consistent explanation for the difference
between the red and blue galaxies with UV detections. It is worth noting, at the lower left
end of the burst models (blue short-dashed and red dot-dashed lines), where the burst is
happening, we do not see any galaxies. This may not be too surprising because, given the
short time scale of the burst, it would still be hard to detect many galaxies in that phase
even if it is relatively common. The regions occupied by the field galaxies (not plotted here
for clarity) do not appear to be significantly different from that of the cluster galaxies. This
could be explained if a large fraction of the galaxies in our field sample are in groups, and
they are having their star formation quenched as in the “pre-processing” scenario.
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Figure 3.14: One realization of the observed (FUV − g′) vs. (u′ − g′) colour of galaxies
with 9.7 < log10(M∗/ M) < 10.5, within 3Mpc from cluster centres of our z ∼ 0.2 sample.
Black squares represent blue galaxies and red diamonds represent red ones. The black
dotted line shows the model track of a population whose star formation has been declining
exponentially with a characteristic time scale of τ = 5 Gyr (with a dust extinction of
τν = 1). The grey solid and green long-dashed lines show the evolution of the same
exponentially declining population, but truncated 3 Gyrs and 7 Gyrs later. If a burst is
added onto the exponentially declining model at 5 Gyrs right before the truncation of the
star formation, the subsequent evolution is indicated by the blue short-dashed (with burst
strength of 10 per cent) and red dot-dashed (with burst strength of 1 per cent) lines.
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3.6 Conclusions
In this work, we examined the star formation properties of a large sample of galaxy clusters
at 0.15 < z < 0.35, from their cores out to ∼ 7 Mpc, using the CFHTLS optical data and
GALEX UV data. Our main findings are summarized below.
(i) We found that the average SSFR of galaxies with SFR above 0.7 M yr
−1 shows
no dependence on the distance from the cluster centre, for all three stellar mass ranges
examined here. Further, the SSFR distribution is similar to that in the field, with the
exception of the high mass galaxies (10.5 < log10(M∗/ M) < 11.5) at z ∼ 0.2. A further
examination of the distribution of the SSFR at this stellar mass showed that the number
of galaxies with higher SSFR relative to those with lower SSFR is lower in clusters than
in the field.
(ii) At z ∼ 0.2, we found that the fraction of star-forming galaxies with SFR> 0.3 Myr−1
at all stellar masses shows a clear decrease from 1 < r < 3 Mpc to 0 < r < 1 Mpc, but that
there is no trend beyond r = 3 Mpc. At z ∼ 0.3, we detected no change in the fraction of
galaxies with SFR> 0.7 M yr
−1 (our detection limit) at all radii.
(iii) We found that the fraction of galaxies with red colours is constant from ∼ 3 Mpc
out to ∼ 7 Mpc; however, within 3 Mpc, there is an abrupt increase in this fraction towards
the cluster core. This is present at both redshifts, at all stellar masses examined here, but
more so for the low stellar mass galaxies (10.5 < log10(M∗/ M) < 11.5). Further, the red
fraction of the low mass galaxies has increased by a factor of 2 from z ∼ 0.3 to z ∼ 0.2.
Also, we found that even in the outskirts of the clusters, the red fraction is still higher
than that in the field.
Our results suggest that, in cluster cores, it is possible that the star formation of
the lowest stellar mass galaxies is truncated rapidly over the time of 1 Gyr. Further,
galaxies in the outskirts seem to have had their star formation quenched relative to the
field population, supporting the pre-processing scenario in which galaxies are quenched
in groups before they fall into clusters. However, further investigation with spectroscopic
data focusing on groups in the outskirt is required to determine if further quenching is
happening in the outskirt relative to isolated groups.
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Chapter 4
Structures out to the Accretion Zone
4.1 Introduction
How galaxy properties are affected by the environment they reside in remains one of the
unsolved puzzles of galaxy formation. The galaxy population in clusters has been observed
to have different properties from that in the field (e.g. Balogh et al., 2004a; Weinmann
et al., 2006b; McGee et al., 2008), suggesting that this growth of large scale structure is
accompanied by a transformation in galaxy properties. However, it is still an open question
as to exactly what mechanisms are responsible for this difference (e.g. Balogh et al., 1999;
Tanaka et al., 2006).
Clues might come from the outskirt regions of clusters, because that is where field and
groups of galaxies are accreting onto clusters, especially along filamentary structures that
are seen in simulations (e.g. Bond et al., 1996; Colberg et al., 1999). Groups in the outskirts
are particularly interesting: a recent study by McGee et al. (2009), using a semi-analytic
model, shows that a large fraction of galaxies that accrete onto clusters are in groups (but
see Berrier et al. 2009), and they might have been pre-processed in the group environment
before they fall into clusters (Balogh et al., 2000; Fujita, 2004; Li et al., 2009; Balogh &
McGee, 2010). However, these groups are likely to be different from isolated groups in the
field, due to their earlier formation time (Maulbetsch et al., 2007) and the tidal fields from
the large-scale structure around clusters (Gnedin, 2003). Therefore, closer examination
of groups and filamentary structures in the outskirts of clusters, and a comparison with
isolated groups in the field, may provide important clues to how the cluster environment
affects the properties of galaxies.
As we have shown in Chapter 3, the fraction of galaxies with red colour in the outskirts
of clusters is already higher than that in the field, supporting the pre-processing scenario.
However, there we were not able to determine if those galaxies are further processed due
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to the large-scale structures around clusters. The issue there is, we studied a large sample
of clusters (full spectroscopic coverage is impractical), using a statistical background sub-
traction method. This makes it hard to identify individual structures in the outskirts, such
as groups, filaments, and relatively isolated galaxies. In this chapter, we turn to look at in
detail the substructures around the most X-ray luminous cluster known, RX J1347-1145.
RX J1347-1145 is the most X-ray luminous cluster in the ROSAT All-Sky Survey
(RASS, Schindler et al., 1995), with an X-ray temperature of about 10 keV (Schindler
et al., 1997) at z=0.45. It has been the subject of intense study, through spectroscopic
(Cohen & Kneib, 2002), X-ray (Schindler et al., 1997; Allen et al., 2002, 2008; Ettori et al.,
2004; Gitti & Schindler, 2004; Gitti et al., 2007; Bradač et al., 2008; Ota et al., 2008;
Miranda et al., 2008), lensing (Fischer & Tyson, 1997; Sahu et al., 1998; Kling et al., 2005;
Bradač et al., 2005, 2008; Halkola et al., 2008; Miranda et al., 2008; Broadhurst et al.,
2008), and Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) effect (Pointecouteau et al., 2001; Komatsu et al.,
2001; Kitayama et al., 2004; Mason et al., 2009) analyses. However, most of the previous
studies are on the inner regions. Here we focus on the large-scale structure extending out
to ∼ 10 Mpc. The richness of this cluster allows us to trace its substructures using the
same red-sequence technique described in previous chapters, but on much smaller scales.
By looking at the distribution of red galaxies, an interesting structure presents itself imme-
diately (as we will describe shortly below). We then carried out a spectroscopic follow-up
on this structure, and study the dynamics of the structure.
In Section 4.2, we first describe our imaging data, and then show the structures traced
by red galaxies in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we describe our spectroscopic follow-up on the
interesting large-scale structure found in Section 4.3. In §4.5, we present the photometric
and spectroscopic analysis on this structure, and the detection of another massive cluster,
RXJ1347-SW, ∼ 7 Mpc from the cluster centre. We also present mass estimates of the two
clusters through dynamical methods and weak lensing analysis. In §4.6 we compare our
mass estimates of the main cluster with those in the literature, and discuss the possible
filamentary connection between the main cluster and RXJ1347-SW using simulations. Our
findings are summarized in §4.7.
Throughout, we assume a cosmology with present day matter density parameter Ωm =
0.3, vacuum energy density parameter ΩΛ = 0.7, and Hubble constant Ho=70 km s
−1
Mpc−1. All magnitudes are in the AB system.
4.2 Imaging Data
Deep g′, r′ , i ′, z′ band images over a 1 square degree field were obtained using Megaprime
on the CFHT in semester 05A (proposals 05AC10 and 05AC12), with total exposure times
of 4200 s in g′, 7200 s in r′, 1600 s in i′, and 3150 s in z′. The z′ band data will not
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be mentioned further, because they are not relevant for the work presented here. In each
filter, images from single exposures are co-added using SWARP v2.16.0 (Bertin et al.,
2002) and photometry is performed using SExtractor v2.4.4 (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996),
with the camera run zero point. The latter quantity is provided by Elixir, and is extracted
from the Landoldt field observed under photometric conditions every night. Since our
science data were not taken under photometric conditions, a zero point offset calculated
from a short exposure taken under photometric conditions is applied. The typical seeing
is ∼ 0.8′′, ∼ 0.7′′ and ∼ 1′′ in g′, r′ and i′ band respectively. Colours are measured using
magnitudes within a fixed aperture of diameter 4.7 arcsec, which is much larger than
the seeing difference in different filters. The magnitude measured within the Kron radius
(mag auto) is considered as the total magnitude for each object. Although crowding and
blending of objects affects the photometry for about ten percent of the galaxies in our
sample, we have checked that none of the results presented here are sensitive to this.
Star-galaxy separation is based on the stellar locus defined by the half-light radius as
a function of total magnitude, in combination with the SExtractor parameter, class star.
Objects with class star ≤ 0.98 in the g′ band, and not on the stellar locus, are considered
galaxies. The completeness limit for galaxies is ∼0.8 mag brighter than the 5σ limit for
point sources (Yee, 1991); therefore, the completeness limit for galaxies in our catalog in
the three bands that are relevant in this work is estimated to be g′ ∼ 25 mag, r′ ∼ 25 mag,
and i′ ∼ 23.2 mag.
4.3 Photometrically Identified Structure
In this section, we describe the large-scale structure traced by the red-sequence galaxies.
Only galaxies with i′ ≤ 22 mag are used, which ensures that for objects of interest here
((g′− i′) < 3) our sample is complete in each band, and the colour measurement is reliable.
At the redshift of this cluster (z = 0.45), the (g′ − i′) colour brackets the 4000Å break;
therefore we use this colour to identify red-sequence galaxies around this cluster, using a
method based on the Red-sequence Cluster Survey technique (e.g. Gladders & Yee, 2000;
Lu et al., 2009). We define the red-sequence at the redshift of the cluster using known
cluster members from Cohen & Kneib (2002) that have (g′ − i′) colour measurement in
our catalogue. Given the small slope and the scatter of the colour, we choose to use a
red-sequence that has zero slope with a half width of 0.15 mag. Assuming the probability
distribution of the colour of each galaxy is Gaussian, with σ being the error on the colour
measured from SExtractor, we can calculate the probability of each galaxy belonging to
the colour slice (for details see Gladders & Yee 2000). The fact that the colour error from
SExtractor is likely to be underestimated is not important here, because the width of the
colour slice used is much wider than the colour uncertainties. We consider galaxies with at
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least 10 per cent probability as red-sequence galaxies. In Figure 4.1, we show the spatial
distribution of galaxies around RX J1347-1145. The black dots represent all galaxies (with
obvious higher redshift galaxies excluded) in the field of view (∼ 7 Mpc x7 Mpc), and small
open red circles represent red-sequence galaxies.
One immediate interesting thing to notice is that there is an obvious elongated large-
scale structure, going through the core of the cluster, running in the direction of NE-SW.
It would be of great interest to know whether the proximity to this elongated structure
has any effect on the properties of galaxies. To confirm and have a closer look at this
large-scale structure, we carried out spectroscopic follow-up on the Magellan Telescope,
targeting four positions along this structure. which we will describe in Section 4.4.
Before we go into our spectroscopic observation and analysis, we examine closer the
photometric properties of this structure.
Using the background number counts measured from the Canada-France-Hawaii Tele-
scope Legacy Survey (CFHTLS) Wide field 1, we can calculate the overdensity of red-
sequence galaxies. We define the significance of the overdensity as the background-subtracted
number of red-sequence galaxies divided by the r.m.s. of the background distribution. The
contours of the significance map, smoothed over a region of radius ∼ 0.5 Mpc with a top
hat function, are plotted in Figure 4.2, starting from 2σ, with an interval of 1σ.
The most significant peak (∼ 25σ) is the main cluster (the pointing “Centre”). The
number of red-sequence galaxies (background subtracted) within 0.5 Mpc from the cluster
centre, brighter than m∗ + 2 (i′ = 22 mag), denoted Nred,m∗+2, is ∼ 46 ± 7, where the
uncertainty is estimated using Poisson statistics. Converting Nred,m∗+2 to N200 according
to figure 8 in Lu et al. (2009), and using the scaling relation between N200 and M200
(Johnston et al., 2007; Hansen et al., 2009), we estimate the mass of the main cluster from
its richness to be M200 ∼ 1.4+0.4−0.3×1015M; although we note the conversion from Nred,m∗+2
to N200 for such a high richness system is extrapolated from lower richness systems.
There is another prominent peak with a significance of ∼ 10σ, about 7 Mpc (projected)
away from the main cluster (pointing “SW”). The Nred,m∗+2 for this system is ∼ 22 ± 5,
which corresponds to M200 = (3.3
+1.3
−1.6)× 1014M. This suggests this system is a cluster in
its own right, and we will refer it as RXJ1347-SW.
The significance contours also reveal several clumps of overdensities in the infall region
around the main cluster, and an elongated large-scale structure running from NE to SW,
along a line connecting the main cluster and RXJ1347-SW. Four positions along this line
are targeted for our spectroscopic follow-up with the Magellan telescope as described in
§4.4.1.
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Figure 4.1: The spatial distribution of galaxies around RX J1347-1145 is shown, where
the black dots represent all galaxies (with obvious higher redshift galaxies excluded) in the




In this section, we describe our spectroscopic observation at the four pointings (shown
in Figure 4.2) that are chosen based on the large-scale structure traced by red-sequence
galaxies.
To make the survey more efficient, we use the combination of (g′−r′) and (r′−i′) colour
information to eliminate obvious higher redshift galaxies (see figure 6 in Lu et al. 2009 for
more details). Again, we select galaxies with i′ ≤ 22 mag (see Section 4.3). We make sure
our targets are not colour biased; as can be seen in Appendix A.1, the completeness in
each pointing for the red and blue populations separately is similar, at ∼ 50 per cent.
Spectra were obtained using the Low Dispersion Survey Spectrograph 3 (LDSS3) on
the 6.5 meter Clay Telescope over the nights from 2008 April 28th to May 1st. The
pointing positions are indicated in Figure 4.2, each with a FOV of 8.3 arcmin in diameter
(corresponding to r=1.4 Mpc at the redshift of the cluster). The VR filter and Medium
Red grism were used, which covers the wavelength range 5000Å to 7200Å. At the redshift
of the cluster, the important spectral features CaH, CaK, G-band, Hδ and [OII] fall into
this wavelength range. Each pointing was observed with two masks, with an average of
∼ 60 objects and 3x20 mins exposure, per mask, with slit width 1.2 arcsec, providing a
spectral resolution of ∼ 14Å.
4.4.2 Data Reduction
The 2d raw spectra were first reduced using the COSMOS2 software package, then 1d spec-
tra were extracted and redshifts were determined using a modified version of zspec kindly
provided by Renbin Yan (Cooper et al., 2009). In zspec, spectra are first compared with
eigen-templates and the ten best-fitted redshifts are provided. We then visually examine
the spectra and determine the best redshift. Usually the first or second choice provided
is a good fit. Occasionally when none of the ten choices is a good match, we manually
cross-correlate the spectral features and find the best-fit redshift. We consider redshifts de-
termined from at least three supporting spectral features as secure. Two example spectra,
near the magnitude limit of our survey, are shown in Appendix A.3.
For the 473 objects targeted, we obtained 400 secure redshifts, which are used in the
analysis here. Further details on the success rate, and the efficiency of our survey are
presented in Appendix A.1. From the objects that have duplicate observations, the uncer-
tainty on the redshift is estimated to be ∼ 113 km s−1 in the rest frame (see Appendix
A.2). We also compare the redshift of the common objects in our catalogue with that from
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Figure 4.2: The spatial distribution of the large-scale structure with the surface density
contours of red galaxies overlaid. The density contours start at 2σ from the mean and
increase with an interval of 1σ. The small circles indicate all galaxies with red colours, the
squares and crosses are respectively confirmed red and blue galaxies that are associated
with the large-scale structure. The four large circles indicate the pointing positions with
spectroscopic follow-up.
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Cohen & Kneib (2002), and find no systematic difference between these measurements
(Appendix A.2); therefore, in the following analysis, we add the extra 34 redshifts from
Cohen & Kneib (2002) to our sample when applicable.
4.5 Results
4.5.1 Dynamics
In this section, we present the dynamical analysis of the above described photometrically
identified structure, based on the redshifts obtained.
Redshift Distribution and Velocity Dispersion
In Figure 4.3, the full redshift distribution of all galaxies is shown as the dotted open
histogram. There are two main peaks in the full distribution: one corresponds to the
centre of the main cluster, and the other corresponds to RXJ1347-SW. We analyze these
two clusters in detail first in this section, and examine the dynamics of the large-scale
structure in the next section.
The redshift distribution of galaxies within ∼ 1.4 Mpc from the main cluster centre
is shown as the shaded histogram. The distribution is smooth in general; there is an
indication of two separate peaks, but the distribution is still consistent with being drawn
from the single Gaussian overplotted on the shaded histogram in Figure 4.3. In particular,
a χ2 test shows that a subsample drawn from this single Gaussian distribution would have
a χ2 value as large as we observed about 80 per cent of the time. The mean redshift we
measure is 0.4513± 0.0006, consistent with the previous measurement by Cohen & Kneib
(2002). The dispersion we measure, using the bi-weight method of Beers et al. (1990),
with 3σ clipping applied, is 0.0056 ± 0.0005, which corresponds to a rest-frame velocity
dispersion of 1163±97 km s−1. The errors are estimated using Jackknife resampling (Wall
& Jenkins, 2003). From now on, we refer to galaxies that are within 3 times the dispersion
as members of the main cluster. The velocity dispersion we measure is higher than that of
Cohen & Kneib (2002) (we discuss this more in §4.6.1).
Despite the consistency with a single Gaussian there is an indication of two separate
velocity peaks in the distribution. A χ2 test shows that, at the ∼30 per cent level, the
distribution is consistent with a combination of two Gaussian functions: one with z̄1 =
0.4495 and rest-frame velocity dispersion σ1 = 620 km/s, and the other with z̄2 = 0.4552
and σ2 = 535 km/s. In that case, the centre of the cluster would be composed of two
separate components with much smaller masses, and a relative velocity of ∼ 1000 km s−1;
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Figure 4.3: The galaxy redshift distribution from the full area is shown as the dotted,
open histogram. The shaded histogram shows the distribution of galaxies in the centre
of the main cluster (r <∼ 1.4 Mpc), Gaussian function that is statistically consistent with
this distribution, overlaid. The redshift distribution of galaxies within r <∼ 1.4 Mpc around
RXJ1347-SW is shown as the solid open histogram.
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considerably larger than the < 100km/s difference between the two BCGs (z1 = 0.4515 and
z2 = 0.4511). Although statistically this model is not favoured over the single-population
model, we cannot rule out the possibility that there are two distinct dynamical components.
We revisit this further in § 4.6.1 when we consider both the spatial and velocity distribution
of galaxies.
The redshift distribution of RXJ1347-SW (pointing “SW”) is shown as the open solid
histogram in Figure 4.3. It is not significantly different from a Gaussian distribution, with
a mean redshift of 0.4708± 0.0006, and dispersion of 0.0038± 0.0005, or 780± 100 km s−1.
Phase Space Distribution
We examine the dynamics of the large-scale structure by converting the redshift of each
galaxy to a rest-frame velocity relative to the central redshift of the main cluster. In
Figure 4.4 we show the velocity offset as a function of position projected along the line
connecting the main cluster and RXJ1347-SW. Galaxies in the inner region of the cluster
mainly occupy regions spanning from −2000 km s−1 to 2000 km s−1, symmetrically, while
RXJ1347-SW is at ∼ 4000 km s−1 from the main cluster. Note that in velocity space, the
region occupied by members of massive clusters resembles a trumpet shape, as expected
in a spherical infall model (e.g. van Haarlem & van de Weygaert, 1993). The dashed
curves in Figure 4.4 indicate the boundary of the caustics for these two systems, derived
analytically from equation (7) in Diaferio (1999) assuming the two systems follow a NFW
profile (Navarro et al., 1997) (note this analytical curve is not used in the derivation of the
mass using the caustic technique that will be discussed in §4.5.3). In pointing “East”, on
the other side of the main cluster away from RXJ1347-SW, there are almost no galaxies in
the regions labelled “A” and “B” in Figure 4.4 around the cluster above the caustic curve.
In comparison, there are ∼ 8 galaxies occupying the region between the main cluster and
RXJ1347-SW, labelled “C”. Given that our redshift completeness is about 50 per cent, we
expect there are approximately twice as many i′ < 22 galaxies (∼ 16) within that region in
total. Note this is not a sampling bias, because the pointing “East” and “Mid” are located
symmetrically on two sides of the main cluster. Also, the uncertainties on the redshift
determination, or the position of the caustic curve, would not change the fact that there
is an excess of galaxies between the main cluster and RXJ1347-SW. In §4.6.2 we will use
simulations to investigate whether these galaxies are physically residing in regions between
the main cluster and RXJ1347-SW, and thus suggest a possible structure connecting the
two systems.
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Figure 4.4: The rest frame velocity offset as a function of distance relative to the cluster
centre projected along the line towards RXJ1347-SW. The dashed curves indicate the
boundary of the caustics. See text for details.
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4.5.2 Colour Distribution
As described in §4.3, we trace the large-scale structure around this cluster using red-
sequence galaxies. We consider galaxies in the redshift range z̄cl−3σcl < z < z̄sw + 3σsw as
associated with the structure, where z̄cl and σcl are the mean and dispersion of the redshift
distribution of the main cluster, and z̄sw and σsw are the same for RXJ1347-SW. In Figure
4.2, solid squares and crosses represent red and blue galaxies that are spectroscopically
confirmed to be associated with the structure, respectively.
The study by Butcher & Oemler (1984) revealed a higher fraction of blue galaxies in
high redshift clusters compared to local ones (the Butcher-Oemler effect), indicating on-
going star formation in high redshift clusters. Since then there have been many studies
on the dependence of this effect on the environment, and cluster properties such as the
X-ray temperature (e.g. Urquhart et al., 2010; Wake et al., 2005). RX J1347-1145 is the
most X-ray luminous cluster known, and has an elongated large-scale structure; therefore
it is interesting to explore the colour distribution of the galaxies in this structure. The
colour-magnitude diagram of galaxies in the four pointings along the structure is shown
in Figure 4.5. Open circles are all galaxies in the field of view, crosses are galaxies with
secure redshift obtained, and filled circles are members associated with the structure.
We calculate the blue fraction of the main cluster using the Butcher & Oemler (1984)
criterion, i.e. galaxies 0.2 mag bluer than the colour-magnitude relation (CMR) in rest-
frame (B-V). We transform rest-frame 4(B − V ) = 0.2 into our observed 4(g′ − i′) using
the colour difference between E and Sab galaxies from Fukugita et al. (1995), as indicated
by the dashed lines in Figure 4.5. The number of blue cluster members is calculated by
dividing the number of spectroscopically confirmed blue galaxies by the completeness of
the spectroscopy for the blue population. The number of red cluster members is calculated
in the same way, and the total number of members is then the sum of that of the blue and
red galaxies. The blue fraction of RX J1347-1145 within the central 1.4 Mpc (∼ 0.8r200),
down to i′ = 21 (corresponding to MV ∼ −20) is 20+9−8%. The uncertainty is estimated
using the weighted binomial statistics Gehrels (1986). Note although RX J1347-1145 is the
most X-ray luminous cluster in the RASS, its blue fraction in the central region is similar
to that of other less luminous clusters (Ellingson et al., 2001), consistent with the lack of
X-ray luminosity dependence found by Wake et al. (2005). The blue fraction of the cluster
RXJ1347-SW (36+13−12%) is, within the uncertainty, consistent with that of the main cluster.
From the contours in Figure 4.2, the region between the main cluster and RXJ1347-
SW shows an overdensity of red-sequence galaxies. Our spectroscopy also reveals a large
population of blue galaxies, and it is interesting to note that they form two trails running in
the same direction as the elongation of the large-scale structure. The large blue population
associated with an overdensity of red galaxies is particularly interesting. It suggests that
targeting regions with overdensities of red-sequence galaxies for spectroscopic follow-up is a
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Figure 4.5: The colour-magnitude diagram of galaxies is shown for each of the four pointings
we targeted, along the elongated structure. Open circles are all galaxies in the field of view,
crosses are galaxies with secure redshifts, and filled circles are members associated with
the structure. Solid lines are fitted red-sequences, and dashed lines separate blue galaxies
from the red-sequence (see text for detail).
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strategy that allows the efficient selection of cluster members, while still tracing interesting
structures with active star formation. A more thorough analysis of the stellar populations
in the large-scale structure will be done when the rest of the data are obtained.
4.5.3 Mass Estimate
In this section, we estimate the mass of the main cluster and RXJ1347-SW using different
methods. We defer a comparison with the literature, and the discussion of the dynamical
implication, to §4.6.1.
Dynamical Estimates
For a given density profile and velocity anisotropy, the velocity dispersion can be used to
infer the virial mass. Under the assumption of a singular isothermal density profile and a
velocity anisotropy that satisfies σ = vc/
√
2 ( Lokas & Mamon, 2001), the virial mass can
be expressed as Mv = 2σ
2
1rv/G. Applying this to the measured velocity dispersion (§4.5.1)
yields a M200 =
√
2σ31/ [5H(z)G] = 1.16
+0.32
−0.27 × 1015M, with r200 =
√
2σ/ [10H(z)] = 1.85
Mpc. This mass estimate agrees well with that inferred from the richness of the cluster,
as described in §4.3.
Under the same assumptions, the mass of RXJ1347-SW is estimated to be M200 =
3.4+1.4−1.1 × 1014M, with r200 = 1.22 Mpc. This M200 is also in good agreement with that
inferred from the richness, and confirms that the cluster RXJ1347-SW we detected photo-
metrically using the red-sequence galaxies is indeed a massive cluster. There has not been
any report on the existence of this cluster in the literature.
Another method to estimate the mass through dynamical analysis is the caustic tech-
nique, under the assumption that clusters form through hierarchical accretion (Diaferio &
Geller, 1997; Diaferio, 1999). The advantage of this technique is that it does not depend
on the assumption of dynamical equilibrium, and it can probe the mass out to large radii
where the virial theorem does not apply any more.
As described in §4.5.1 (Figure 4.4), cluster members occupy a region in velocity space
with a trumpet shape delineated by caustics that separate them from the Hubble flow.







where A is the amplitude of the caustic. The prescription for implementing the caustic
method is described in detail in Diaferio (1999). Here we only summarize the key steps.
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Figure 4.6: The deprojected mass profile for RX J1347-1145. Left panel: the black points
represent the mass profile inferred from the caustic method. The solid, and dotted curves
show the fitted NFW and isothermal profile respectively. The stars and open squares are
our weak lensing analysis. Right panel: the black points are the same as in the left panel.
The other symbols are mass estimates from the literature.
Since the location of the caustics is where clusters are separated from the Hubble flow,
it is indicated by a significant drop of the density of cluster members in velocity space.
Therefore, one first calculates the density as a function of velocity at different radii, using
an adaptive kernel method (Silverman, 1986). In order to use the spherical smoothing
window, the window size in velocity and distance, hv and hr, has to be rescaled (see
Diaferio, 1999, for details). For our data, we choose q = hv/hr = 6, and a spherical
smoothing window size of ∼ 700 km/s∗. In the central region of clusters, the escape
velocity (essentially the location of the caustics) is twice the velocity dispersion, which is
valid under the assumption that the central region of the cluster is virialized. Therefore,
in practice, the threshold density where the significant drop occurs (and thus determines
the amplitude of the caustics) is chosen so that the above condition is satisfied.
The deprojected mass profile of the main cluster estimated using this technique is shown
as solid dots in both panels of Figure 4.6. The errors are estimated using Jackknife re-
sampling (Wall & Jenkins, 2003). At r200 = 1.85 Mpc the enclosed mass is ∼ 1× 1015M.
∗Within the range of reasonable choices of parameters, the change of the resulting mass profile is within
the resulting error bars.
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This is in excellent agreement with that inferred from the velocity dispersion; however,
this is largely true by construction, since the density threshold is chosen such that the two
techniques agree within the virialized region of the cluster. The caustic-based measure-
ments have the most value at larger radii, where the assumption of virial equilibrium is
unlikely to hold. Note beyond r ∼ 2 Mpc, we only have sparse sampling in two pointings,
and the velocity distribution of galaxies in these pointings is not likely representative of
that of the whole population at that radius, due to the presence of elongated large-scale
structure. We fit the mass profile to a NFW (Navarro et al., 1997) and isothermal profile,
shown as the solid and dotted curves respectively in the left panel of Figure 4.6†. Because
of the large uncertainties on the mass profile due to limited data, the two profiles cannot
be distinguished.
Weak Lensing Analysis
We use the deep CFHT r′ imaging data to study the cluster mass distribution using weak
gravitational lensing. Unlike dynamical methods, the weak lensing signal provides a direct
measurement of the projected mass, irrespective of the dynamical state of the cluster.
Furthermore, the observed signal can be used to “map” the distribution of dark matter
(e.g. Kaiser & Squires, 1993).
Our cluster weak lensing analysis follows in detail the steps described in Hoekstra
(2007). In order to relate the lensing signal to a physical mass requires knowledge of the
redshift distribution of the sources. The wavelength coverage and limited depth of the
observations prevent us from deriving accurate photometric redshifts for the individual
sources. Instead we use the results from Ilbert et al. (2006) who determined photometric
redshifts for galaxies in the CFHTLS deep fields.
To determine the lensing signal, we measure the shapes of galaxies with 22 < r′ < 25.
We use such a relatively faint cut because of the high redshift of the cluster. The galaxy
shapes are corrected using the method presented in Kaiser et al. (1995), with modifications
described in Hoekstra et al. (1998). The weak lensing signal is sensitive to all structure
along the line-of-sight and, as shown in Hoekstra (2001, 2003), this distant (uncorrelated)
large-scale structure introduces additional noise to the mass estimate. This ‘cosmic shear’
noise is included in the errors listed below. We note that the noise due to the intrinsic
ellipticities of the sources dominates because of the relatively high cluster redshift.
The weak lensing reconstruction of the projected surface density with a smoothing
scale of 123.3′′ is presented in Figure 4.7‡ out to ∼ 10 Mpc. To indicate more clearly which
†The fitted NFW profile is used in the analytic derivation of the caustic curves shown in Figure 4.4 and
discussed in §4.5.1.
‡The map presented in this Figure was constructed using source galaxies with 23 < r′ < 25.5
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structures are significant, we show the signal-to-noise ratio, rather than the signal itself,
as the grey scale (see the left panel in Figure 4.10 for a more detailed view). The main
cluster and RXJ1347-SW are clearly detected, at ∼ 8σ and ∼ 4σ levels respectively. No
other significant structures are evident in this map. The contours of the overdensity of
the red-sequence galaxies, the same as in Figure 4.2, are overplotted on top of the mass
map. For the main cluster and RXJ1347-SW, the mass concentrations coincide with the
overdensities of red-sequence galaxies.
The smoothing of the mass map limits its use to determine the cluster mass. Instead, we
compute the mean tangential distortions as a function of distance from the cluster center.
The resulting measurements for the main cluster and RXJ1347-SW are shown in Figure 4.8.
We estimate the cluster masses from these shear measurements using two different methods.
The first, and most commonly used, is to assume a density profile and determine the best
fit parameters to the observed tangential distortion. For comparison with the dynamical
results, we first fit a singular isothermal sphere model (SIS) to the observations between
500 kpc and 2 Mpc, which yields a velocity dispersion of σ = 1282±124 km/s, in excellent
agreement with the results based on the redshifts of the cluster galaxies. Thanks to the
wide-field lensing data, we can also apply the same method to RXJ1347-SW (centred at
13h46s27.2s, −11◦54′20.2′′), for which we obtain a velocity dispersion of σ = 927 ± 165
km/s, also in good agreement with the value inferred from the redshifts of the cluster
members.
Although the SIS allows for an easy comparison to the observed velocity dispersion, a
more physically motivated function is the NFW (Navarro et al., 1997) profile, which has
been inferred from numerical simulations. We assume the mass-concentration relation from
Duffy et al. (2008) and fit the NFW model to the data within 500 kpc and 2Mpc. With
these assumptions, we find a best-fit value for the virial mass of Mvir = 1.89
+0.59
−0.55×1015M.
The best fit NFW model within different apertures are indicated by stars in the left panel
of Figure 4.6. For RXJ1347-SW we obtain Mvir = 6.4
+3.9
−3.3 × 1014M.
To compare to the results from the cluster galaxy dynamics, we also compute the
corresponding masses within rdyn200 = 1.85 Mpc. For this choice of radius we obtain M200 =
1.47+0.46−0.43 × 1015M for the main cluster. This result is in excellent agreement with the
value inferred from dynamics. For RXJ1347-SW we obtain M200 = 4.8
+2.9
−2.5 × 1014M for
rdyn200 = 1.22 Mpc.
Since weak lensing signals are sensitive to the total mass projected along the line-of-
sight; it is interesting to consider a non-parametric estimate for the projected mass within
an aperture (e.g. Clowe et al. 1998; Fahlman et al. 1994; see Hoekstra (2007) for our
implementation). The resulting projected masses as a function of radius are presented in
Figure 4.9 as solid hexagons. Figure 4.9 also shows other estimates from the literature,
which will be discussed in detail in §4.6.1.
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Figure 4.7: The grey scale shows the weak-lensing signal-to-noise map, out to ∼ 10 Mpc
from the main cluster centre. Contours of the red galaxy surface density (as in Figure 4.2)
are overlaid, starting from 2σ with an interval of 1σ. The two prominent peaks are the
main cluster and RXJ1347-SW; their mass concentrations coincide with the overdensities
of the red-sequence galaxies.
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Figure 4.8: Tangential distortion as a function of the distance from the cluster center for
the main cluster (top panel) and RXJ1347-SW (bottom panel). In both cases we detect a
significant lensing signal out to large radii (the arrows indicate 2 Mpc). The open points
correspond to the signal that is measured when the sources are rotated by 45 degrees,
which provides a measure of the level of systematics. The points are consistent with zero.
The blue dashed line shows the best fit SIS model, where the solid blue part indicates
the region to which the model was fit. The errorbars indicate the statistical error in the
measurement, due to the intrinsic ellipticities of the sources (see Hoekstra et al. 2000 for
details).
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Figure 4.9: The projected mass as a function of radius for RX J1347-1145. The solid
hexagons are estimates from this work, and the other symbols are from the literature. See
text for details.
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As discussed in Hoekstra (2007) and Mahdavi et al. (2008) one can assume spherical
symmetry to deproject the resulting masses. We assume an NFW profile to extrapolate
along the line-of-sight, but note that the results at large radii do not depend strongly
on this assumption. The resulting deprojected masses are shown as open squares in the
left panel of Figure 4.6. They are consistent with our dynamical mass estimate using the
velocity caustics, within the uncertainties.
Within an aperture of rdyn200 = 1.85 Mpc, we find a deprojected mass for the main
cluster of M200 = 1.25± 0.19× 1015M, again in excellent agreement with the dynamical
measurements. Similarly we find a mass of M200 = 5.6 ± 1.6 × 1014M for RXJ1347-SW
using rdyn200 = 1.22 Mpc, which is somewhat larger than the dynamical mass.
4.6 Discussion
4.6.1 Dynamical State of the Main Cluster
The mass estimate and the dynamical state of this cluster have been the focus of many
previous studies. In this section, we first compare the mass estimated using different
methods in this work and in the literature, and then discuss the dynamical state of the
cluster.
Comparison of Mass Estimates
The mass of RX J1347-1145 has been estimated using different techniques. Other than
through the dynamics and weak lensing signals as described in §4.5.3, X-ray data have also
been used to infer the mass.
In a recent study by Gitti et al. (2007), they estimate the mass by finding a NFW mass
profile (Navarro et al., 1997) that reproduces the observed X-ray temperature profile. The
resulting integrated mass at different radii are plotted as open triangles in the right panel
of Figure 4.6. This is consistent with our estimates from both the dynamics and the weak
lensing analysis (§4.5.3).
Similarly, the study by Allen et al. (2002) estimated the virial mass by fitting a NFW
profile to their Chandra observations, and their M200 is plotted as the solid hexagon in
the right panel of Figure 4.6. Other mass estimates using X-ray data by Schindler et al.
(1997) and Ettori et al. (2004) are plotted in the right panel of Figure 4.6 as well. All these
estimates at different radii are consistent within their error bars.
As discussed in §4.5.3, the projected mass is a more direct measurement than the
deprojected mass from the weak lensing analysis, since it is the total projected mass along
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the line-of-sight that gives rise to the weak lensing signals; therefore, it is more direct to
compare the measured projected mass from different studies.
In Figure 4.9, the projected mass enclosed within a certain radius estimated from
strong, weak, and combined lensing analyses in the literature are plotted, along with our
weak lensing estimate (see legends). Our weak lensing mass estimate (solid hexagons) is
consistent with that of Fischer & Tyson (1997) (the solid triangle), and these two estimates
are themselves in agreement with the X-ray analysis of Gitti et al. (2007) (the solid square).
The weak lensing mass estimate by Kling et al. (2005) is slightly higher (∼ 2σ). This
discrepancy is likely due to differences in the assumed source redshift distribution; Kling
et al. (2005) base their estimate on r < 24.5 spectroscopy over the small area of the Hubble
Deep Field, while we use the photometric redshift distribution from the CFHTLS Deep
survey. Given our good agreement with both X-ray and dynamical mass estimates, it seems
likely that their analysis underestimates the mean source redshift, and thus overestimates
the cluster mass.
In comparison, the mass estimates from strong lensing studies (Halkola et al., 2008;
Miranda et al., 2008) and the combined strong and weak lensing analysis by Bradač et al.
(2008) are systematically higher§. In general strong lensing provides an accurate estimate
of the projected mass only within the central few hundred kpc, whereas the weak lensing
mass is better constrained at larger radii; therefore caution should be taken when combining
strong and weak lensing analysis. See also Halkola et al. (2008) for a summary and more
discussion of the comparison among these works.
The good agreement shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.9 suggest that the mass estimated from
dynamical, X-ray, and weak lensing studies is generally consistent, while strong lensing
gives a slightly higher value.
So far, there has been only one other published redshift survey on this cluster, by
Cohen & Kneib (2002). They derived from 47 cluster members in their sample a velocity
dispersion of 910±130 km s−1, using the same bi-weight method by Beers et al. (1990)
as used in this work. This is lower than the value we derived, and thus leads to a lower
mass that is in conflict with that from other methods. However, we believe that the value
quoted in their paper is in error. When we reanalyze the 47 redshifts as given in their
Table 1, we obtain a velocity dispersion of 1098± 157 km s−1. Therefore, there is actually
no discrepancy between the dynamical mass estimate and that from X-ray and lensing
analysis.
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Figure 4.10: Left panel: the spatial distribution of galaxies in the centre of the main
cluster (the field of view is ∼1 Mpc × 1 Mpc), with the contours of the weak lensing
signal-to-noise mass map overlaid, with an interval of 0.5σ. For clarity, we only plot the
confirmed cluster members (the solid squares). The two triangles indicate the two BCGs.
The size of the open circles (proportional to δ) around the cluster members show the local
deviation from the global mean, with solid open circles indicating negative local deviations
(z̄ < 0.4513) and dashed open circles positive local deviations (z̄ > 0.4513). The big filled
green circle indicates the region ∼ 20 arcsec SE from cluster centre, where the shocked gas
is detected. See text for details. Right panel: the spatial distribution of galaxies in the
centre of the cluster, with a field of view of ∼2 Mpc × 2 Mpc. The open circles indicate
possible potential members (not targeted), the crosses indicate nonmembers, the blue solid
squares represent confirmed members with z < 0.4513, and the red solid squares represent
confirmed members with z > 0.4513. Again the two triangles indicate the two BCGs.
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Merger in the centre?
One important reason the merger scenario was proposed for this cluster is to explain
the large discrepancy between the mass estimated from the velocity dispersion by Cohen
& Kneib (2002) and the X-ray and lensing mass estimates discussed in the above section.
However, as shown above, our new measurement resolves this discrepancy, and thus removes
the original motivation for believing the system is undergoing a major merger.
Nonetheless, there is other evidence suggesting that this cluster might have recently
undergone a merger. Although the X-ray morphology is generally relaxed in the centre
of the cluster, the existence of a region with shocked gas ∼ 10−20 arcsec (∼ 0.09 Mpc)
SE of the cluster centre has been detected as a high-pressure region in X-ray observations
(Allen et al., 2002; Gitti & Schindler, 2004; Ota et al., 2008; Bradač et al., 2008; Miranda
et al., 2008) and a strong decrement in the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich observations (Komatsu
et al., 2001; Mason et al., 2009). Mason et al. (2009) also found discontinuous features
in the Chandra map. Further, Miranda et al. (2008) found that their strong lensing data
can be much better described by a two component model with comparable mass than
the single mass component model. The fact that there are two very bright galaxies in
the centre of this cluster 18′′ (∼ 0.1 Mpc) apart in the plane of sky is also taken as a
possible indication of a merger event (but note their line-of-sight relative velocity is only
<∼100 km/s). Kitayama et al. (2004) suggested that one possible scenario is a collision of
equal mass clumps with a collision speed of 4600 km s−1. However, this collision cannot be
mostly along the line-of-sight, because as shown in §4.5.1 (and also in the work by Cohen &
Kneib 2002), the redshift distribution is better described as a single Gaussian distribution.
As discussed in §4.5.1, our velocity data are also consistent (at the 30% significance level),
with a model distribution having two Gaussian components. However, even in that case,
the radial velocity offset between the two peaks is only about 1000 km s−1, much smaller
than 4600 km s−1. Furthermore, if the centre of the cluster is indeed composed of two
merging components, each with a much smaller velocity dispersion than what we find for
the system as a whole (see §4.5.1), the dynamically–estimated mass profile would be much
lower than that shown in Figure 4.6 (the hexagon and the filled points), and that would
be inconsistent with the weak lensing and X-ray mass estimates.
To investigate this further, we use the ∆-test proposed by Dressler & Shectman (1988)
to examine closely the 3D substructures in the centre of the main cluster. This test
measures the deviation of the local velocity and velocity dispersion from the global mean,





(v̄local − v̄)2 + (σlocal − σ)2
]
, (4.2)
§We did not include the work by Sahu et al. (1998) because the redshift of the arc they assumed is not
correct.
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where Nnb is the number of neighbour galaxies, v̄local and σlocal are local mean velocity and
dispersion measured from each galaxy and its Nnb nearest neighbours, and v̄ and σ are
global mean velocity and velocity dispersion, respectively.
In the left panel of Figure 4.10, we show the spatial distribution of the confirmed cluster
members (solid squares) with their local deviation from the global mean indicated by the
size (proportional to δ) of the circle around them. The solid circles indicate negative local
deviations (z̄ < 0.4513), and dashed open circles positive local deviations (z̄ > 0.4513).
To examine closely the centre of the cluster, in this panel we only plot the region within a
radius of ∼ 0.5 Mpc from the cluster centre. The two triangles indicate the two BCGs. The
region ∼ 20 arcsec SE of cluster centre, indicated by the large green filled circle, is where
the shocked gas is detected. Around that region, we do not detect significant deviation from
the global mean. However, there seems to be a hint of a segregation between the region
NE and SW of the cluster centre, in the sense that in the NE region most galaxies have
negative local mean velocity relative to the mean redshift of the cluster, while galaxies in
the SW region mostly have positive local mean relative velocity. This segregation is along
the same direction connecting the main cluster and RXJ1347-SW.
Note the above estimated local mean might be biased by a few galaxies with large
deviations due to our sparse data sampling. Therefore, in the right panel of Figure 4.10,
we examine directly the spatial distribution of the redshift of individual galaxies, with a
field of view of ∼2 Mpc × 2 Mpc. The open circles indicate possible potential members
(not targeted), and the crosses represent nonmembers. Cluster members with z < 0.4513
are indicated by the blue solid squares, and members with z > 0.4513 are indicated by the
red solid squares. There is a hint that more galaxies with negative relative velocity reside
in the region NE to the cluster centre. To test whether the distribution of the two samples
is significantly different, we apply a 2-dimensional Kolmogorov-Smirnov test following the
procedure proposed by Peacock (1983). The test suggests that there is a ∼60 per cent
probability that galaxies with negative and positive relative velocity have different spatial
distributions.
The evidence discussed above suggests that this might be a merger more in the plane
of the sky than along the line of sight. However, unlike the famous Bullet cluster (e.g.
Markevitch et al., 2002; Clowe et al., 2006), also a plane-of-sky merger, the features revealed
by X-ray observations of RX J1347-1145 suggest a more complicated picture (e.g. Mason
et al., 2009). Thus, further simulations and observations are needed to determine the exact
merger scenario.
4.6.2 A possible filamentary connection
As seen in Figure 4.4, cluster RXJ1347-SW is ∼ 7 Mpc (projected in the plane of sky)
away from the main cluster, and has a rest-frame velocity offset of ∼4000 km s−1 relative
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to the main cluster. This could be a result of two scenarios. One is that RXJ1347-SW is
at nearly the same distance as the main cluster, and is falling into the cluster at a speed of
∼ 4000 km s−1. The other is that it is ∼ 25 Mpc in the background moving with Hubble
expansion. We resort to simulations to try distinguishing these two scenarios. Since what
we are looking for is how likely it is for two clusters like RX J1347-1145 and RXJ1347-
SW to have a relative peculiar velocity as large as observed, we use the Hubble volume
simulations (Evrard et al., 2002) because of its large box size (30003h−3Mpc3).
From the cluster catalogue in the full-sky light cone with ΛCDM cosmology (Ω =
0.3, Λ = 0.7, σ8 = 0.9), we search, in a redshift range close to the redshift of RXJ1347, for
a pair of clusters that have similar masses (M1 >∼ 1× 1015M, M2 >∼ 1× 1014M), projected
distance (∼ 10 Mpc), and rest-frame velocity offset as RX J1347-1145 and RXJ1347-SW.
We do not find any system where they are at the same distance, but with an observed
velocity offset of ∼ 4000 km s−1. This does not mean definitely that no system could have
such a large relative peculiar velocity, because this is based on only one simulation with a
large but still limited volume, under the assumption of one particular set of cosmological
parameters. Among these parameters, σ8 is the most uncertain one, and in fact a lower
value than used in the simulation is preferred by the latest WMAP measurement (Dunkley
et al., 2009). However, in that case, the peculiar velocity between clusters would be even
lower due to the lower attracting force from the lower mass density. Even though we cannot
reach a definitive conclusion, this does suggest that the probability that RXJ1347-SW is
falling into the main cluster with such a high velocity is low; instead, it is more likely to
be in the background.
However, just because RXJ1347-SW is far in the background does not necessarily mean
that there is no connection between it and the main cluster. The fact that we observed an
excess of galaxies between the two in velocity space (Figure 4.4) suggests there might be
a physical connection (see Tanaka et al. 2009 for a report of the spectroscopic detection
of a large-scale galaxy filament associated with a massive cluster at z = 0.5; also Ebeling
et al. 2004). We compare our observation with simulations to see if the observed excess
of galaxies could represent a real large-scale filamentary structure connecting the main
cluster and RXJ1347-SW, rather than foreground and background galaxies projected in
velocity space. To examine this on the scale of individual galaxies, we make use of the
galaxy catalogue from a semi-analytic model by Font et al. (2008)¶ based on the high
resolution Millennium simulation (Springel et al., 2005). Because of the small volume of
the simulation, there are only four clusters that have mass greater than 1 × 1015M. We
search around these four clusters for a second cluster with lower mass and at a similar
distance projected in the plane of sky and along the line-of-sight from the more massive
cluster as in the case of our observed RX J1347-1145 and RXJ1347-SW. For the four pairs
of systems we found, we calculate the line-of-sight velocity offset of each galaxy relative to
¶Note for our purpose here the exact semi-analytic model used is unimportant.
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the more massive cluster, and plot it as a function of distance, projected along the direction
towards the less massive one. For direct comparison with our observed data, we only plot
galaxies in a strip with a width similar to the radius of the FOV as our spectroscopic
observation, down to the same magnitude limit as our data. In Figure 4.11 we show one
extreme case, where the two clusters (M1 ∼ 3× 1015M, M2 ∼ 2× 1015M) are connected
by a physical, large-scale filament traced by galaxies, with two other clusters in between.
This structure is clearly visible in velocity space. The triangles indicate galaxies that are
spatially within a cylinder with a radius of 3 Mpc (comparable to the virial radius of the
more massive cluster) connecting the two clusters. This is an extreme case where the
galaxy filament is very impressive due to the presence of two other massive systems in
between the two clusters. However, even in other cases in the simulation where the excess
of galaxies between two clusters is smaller (∼ 5−10) than this one, the excess is still due to
galaxies that physically reside in the region between two clusters, instead of being purely
due to a projection effect. Although this is not definitive, it does support the possibility
that the excess of galaxies we observe in velocity space between the two clusters reflects a
real physical structure.
4.7 Summary
In this work, we presented photometric and spectroscopic analysis on the dynamics and
large-scale structure around the most X-ray luminous cluster RX J1347-1145, and found
the following results:
• We identified an elongated large-scale structure around the main cluster, photometri-
cally using red-sequence galaxies, and discovered a rich cluster (RXJ1347-SW) ∼ 7 Mpc
(projected) away from the main cluster.
• The velocity dispersion of the main cluster is 1163±97 km s−1, corresponding to M200 =
1.16+0.32−0.27 × 1015M, with r200 = 1.85 Mpc.
• Our dynamical mass estimates based on both the velocity dispersion and velocity caustics
are consistent with our weak lensing analysis, and the X-ray studies in the literature. We
also find excellent agreement between these mass estimates and that estimated photomet-
rically from the abundance of red-sequence galaxies (the richness).
• Our new measurement resolves a previous claimed discrepancy between the dynamical
mass estimate and other methods Cohen & Kneib (2002).
•Our spectroscopic analysis confirmed that the photometrically identified structure RXJ1347-
SW is indeed a massive cluster, with a velocity dispersion of 780± 100 km s−1.
• Our weak lensing analysis shows good correspondence between the mass concentration
and the overdensity of red-sequence galaxies in the main cluster and RXJ1347-SW.
• Comparing with simulations, the observed excess of galaxies between the main cluster
and RXJ1347-SW relative to other regions around the main cluster in velocity space sug-
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Figure 4.11: This figure shows the rest-frame velocity offset of galaxies around two simu-
lated clusters, as a function of distance projected in the direction connecting the two. The
two clusters (M1 = 2.7 × 1015M, M2 = 1.8 × 1015M) are connected by a real physical
filament traced by galaxies, with two other clusters in between. The excess of galaxies
between them in velocity space is clearly visible. The two squares indicate the centres of
the two clusters, and the triangles indicate galaxies that are spatially within a cylinder
with a radius of 3 Mpc connecting the two clusters.
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gests a possible filamentary structure connecting these two clusters. This structure has a
large population of blue galaxies associated with the overdensity of red-sequence galaxies,
suggesting that targeting overdensities of red-sequence galaxies for spectroscopic follow-up
allows the efficient selection of cluster members, while still tracing interesting structures
with active star formation.
Now that we have closely examined this interesting large-scale structure in RX J1347-1145,
in a future project, we will focus on examining the properties of groups residing in and
outside the structure. In the next section, we briefly describe this future project.
4.8 Future
Since there is an obvious large scale structure in RX J1347-1145, it would be good to
also study a contrasting cluster that has more uniformly distributed substructure. Cl0024
(z = 0.39) (Moran et al., 2007) is a cluster at a similar redshift as RX J1347-1145, but
is X-ray underluminous, and as we will see below, it does not have obvious large-scale
structures in any preferred direction.
We started an extensive spectroscopic campaign on these two clusters, focusing on
groups in the outskirt regions out to ∼ 8Mpc. The ultimate goal is to put constraints on
the effect of the environment by comparing properties of groups in the infall regions, such
as their colour and star formation rate distributions, with those of isolated groups and
with galaxy formation models.
In Figure 4.8, we show the spatial distribution of galaxies around RX J1347-1145 and
Cl0024 in the left and right panels respectively. Again, the black dots represent all galaxies
in the field of view, and small open red circles represent red-sequent galaxies. For Cl0024
the blue squares and solid red circles are confirmed blue and red clusters members from
Moran et al. (2007). The contrast between the structures around the two clusters is quite
obvious, with galaxies around Cl0024 being more uniformly distributed. The large cyan
circles show the regions that were observed with the Magellan Telescope described above.
The large solid and dashed (for different terms) boxes indicate the target positions we
proposed with Gemini.
So far, only a tiny fraction of the data on Cl0024 have been obtained, and the data
collection on RX J1347-1145 is finishing up at the moment. When all data are in hand, we
will compare the properties of groups, such as their colour distribution and star formation
rate in these two clusters, and with isolated groups, to put constraints on the effect of the
large-scale structures.
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Figure 4.12: Spatial distribution of galaxies around RX J1347-1145 and Cl0024 in the left
and right panels respectively. The black dots represent all galaxies (with obvious higher
redshift galaxies excluded) in the field of view, and small open red circles represent red-
sequence galaxies. For Cl0024 the blue squares and solid red circles are confirmed blue and
red clusters members from Moran et al. (2007). The large cyan circles show the regions that
were observed with the Magellan Telescope, and the large solid and dashed (for different
terms) boxes indicate the target positions proposed with Gemini.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we examined the effect environment has on transforming properties of galax-
ies. The main sample used here is a cluster sample at 0.15 < z < 0.36 we detected from
the CFHTLS optical survey, covering 171 square degrees of the sky. The detection method
is based on the fact that in the core of every rich cluster, there is an overdensity of galaxies
that forms a tight red-sequence in colour-magnitude space. We examined the properties of
both passive galaxies and star-forming galaxies (using GALEX UV data) in this sample,
from cluster cores out to the outskirts, and compared them with that of local clusters and
field galaxies.
To examine the passive population, we constructed the r′−band luminosity function
(LF) of red-sequence galaxies (a population that has had their star formation shut off) in
the core regions of clusters. The resulting LF cannot be described by a single Schechter
function, due to the presence of a significant inflexion at Mr′ ∼ −18.5, suggesting a mixture
of two populations.
By comparing the red-sequence LFs of our sample with that of low redshift samples
constructed from the SDSS, calculated in a consistent way, we showed that there is a
steepening of the faint end with decreasing redshift since z ∼ 0.2, but no strong evolution
between z ∼ 0.2 and z ∼ 0.4. To quantify this steepening, we calculated the number of
faint galaxies relative to that of bright ones — the dwarf-to-giant ratio (DGR) — and
found an increase of a factor of ∼ 3 from z ∼ 0.2 to z ∼ 0 (over the last 2.5 Gyr).
The fact that we found no evolution of the red-sequence DGR over 0.2 <∼ z <∼ 0.4, but
an increase since z ∼ 0.2, suggests a recent, rapid build-up of the faint end of the cluster
red-sequence.
To examine the star formation properties of the clusters, we used the UV luminosity
(from GALEX UV data) as an indicator of current star formation. The average SSFR
(SFR/stellar mass) of galaxies with SFR above 0.7 M yr
−1 shows no dependence on the
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distance from the cluster centre, for all three stellar mass ranges (9.0 < log10(M∗/ M) <
11.5) examined here. The distribution of the SSFR shows no difference from that in
the field, with the exception of the highest stellar mass galaxies at z ∼ 0.2. A further
examination of the distribution of the SSFR at this stellar mass showed that the number
of galaxies with higher SSFR relative to those with lower SSFR is lower in clusters than
in the field.
We did not detect any change in the fraction of galaxies with SFR> 0.7 M yr
−1 (our
detection limit) at z ∼ 0.3, at all clustercentric distances. However, at z ∼ 0.2, we can
probe a lower SFR limit (0.3 Myr
−1), and we found that the fraction of galaxies with
SFR higher than this limit is constant between 3 Mpc <∼ r <∼ 7 Mpc, but shows a clear
decrease from 1 < r < 3 Mpc to 0 < r < 1 Mpc. Correspondingly, the fraction of galaxies
with red colour shows no dependence on the clustercentric radius from ∼ 3 Mpc out to
∼ 7 Mpc, but an abrupt increase within the central 3 Mpc towards the core. For the
lowest stellar mass galaxies, their red fraction has increased by a factor of 2 from z ∼ 0.3
to z ∼ 0.2 (over 1 Gyr).
Our results suggest that rapid star formation quenching (where ram pressure stripping
is a good candidate in the core) might be happening to at least some of the galaxies,
especially those with the lowest stellar mass. This is based on the observation that there
is an increase of a factor of two in the red fraction over the time of 1 Gyr (from z ∼ 0.3
to z ∼ 0.2), and yet no difference in the SSFR distribution as a function of clustercentric
radius is detected. However, a more gradual process may also be possible, if only a small
fraction of the star-forming galaxies is affected. Further, note that our SFR detection limit
is 0.3 M yr
−1; therefore the change in the SSFR could be happening below this limit.
One could put a limit on what fraction of the galaxies could be in the process of slowly
shutting off their star formation without distorting the observed SSFR distribution, and
then check if this could also produce the observed increase in the red fraction over the time
scale of 1 Gyr. This needs detailed modelling, and would be useful future work. Note, for
higher stellar mass galaxies, the redshift evolution of their red fraction is not significant,
suggesting that either their transformation happens on a longer time scale, or they are less
affected by the environment. The latter case may occur if their star formation ended a
long time ago due to internal feedback processes.
Furthermore, the fact that we found that, even in the outskirts of clusters, the red
fraction is still higher than that in the field, suggests that those galaxies have had their
star formation quenched relative to the field population. At distance that far from cluster
centres, ram pressure stripping and tidal force are not likely to be effecient; therefore other
mechanisms such as interactions between galaxies might be more likely to be responsible.
Also, AGN feedback might be another good candidate, but some studies showed that the
fraction of AGNs in clusters is not higher than that in the general field (e.g. Miller et al.,
2003).
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With our statistical study, it is not clear whether those galaxies in the outskirts are
mostly in groups or relatively isolated, or whether they reside in the proximity of any
large-scale filamentary structures. To examine that, we need to look at individual groups
in the outskirts, instead of the overall excess of galaxies. This is a future project that we
have described in the end of Chapter 4. Another possibility is that galaxies or groups of
galaxies in the outskirts assembled earlier than those in the field, and thus modelling the
formation time of groups in the outskirts would shed more light on this matter.
More insight could be gained on all the above mentioned issues by a survey of HI gas
from the cluster cores to the outskirts, which would tell us whether and where the cold
disk are stripped. The large collection area and high resolution of Square Kilometre Array





A.1 Redshift Completeness, Success Rate and Effi-
ciency
In Figure A.1 and A.2, we show the sampling completeness (number of galaxies targeted /
number of all targets), and overall completeness, i.e. the success rate (number of galaxies
with secure redshift obtained / number targeted) multiplied by the sampling completeness,
for the red and blue population in the 4 pointings, respectively. Our overall completeness
is about 50 per cent.
For red galaxies, in pointings ”Centre” and ”SW”, about 90 per cent of galaxies with
secure redshifts obtained turned out to be members; and in the rest of the two less densed
pontings, the efficiency is ∼60 per cent and ∼70 per cent. For blue galaxies, the typical
efficiency is about 30 per cent. (The relatively low efficiency of obtaining blue members is
not surprising.)
A.2 Redshift Uncertainty
We possess duplicate observations for some of the objects that appear on both masks at
each pointing. To determine the uncertainty on the redshift, we compare the difference in
the redshifts of the same object from two observations in Figure A.3. The histogram is
the distribution of the difference in redshift (top axis) or rest-frame velocity (bottom axis)
from repeated observations. The vertical solid line is the mean of the distribution, and
vertical dashed lines indicate 1σ. It shows that the uncertainty on our redshift is ∼113 km
s−1 in the rest frame.
We also compare the redshifts determined from our observation with that from Cohen
& Kneib (2002) for the matched objects. The distribution of the difference is shown in
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Figure A.1: The completeness of spectroscopic follow-up and success rate for red galaxies
in the 4 pointings. The dashed lines show the sampling completeness (number of galaxies
targeted / number of all targets), and the solid lines show the overall completeness, i.e.
the success rate (number of galaxies with secure redshift obtained / number targeted)
multiplied by the sampling completeness.
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Figure A.2: The same as Figure A.1, but for the blue population.
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Figure A.3: The distribution of the difference in redshift (top axis) or rest-frame velocity
(bottom axis) for galaxies with repeated observations in our sample. The vertical solid line
is the mean of the distribution, and the vertical dashed lines indicate 1σ dispersion of the
distribution.
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Figure A.4: Left panel: the distribution of the difference in redshift (top axis) and rest-
frame velocity (bottom axis) for common objects between our sample and the sample of
Cohen & Kneib (2002). Right panel: the distribution of the difference in the rest-frame
velocity for the common objects normalized by the quadratically added uncertainties on our
redshifts and those of Cohen & Kneib (2002). The curve is a standard normal distribution.
the left panel of Figure A.4, with top axis in unit of redshift and bottom axis rest-frame
velocity. In the right panel of Figure A.4, the distribution of the difference in terms of the
rest-frame velocity is normalized by the quadratically added uncertainties on our redshift
(113 km s−1) and that of Cohen & Kneib (2002) (which they assumed to be 100 km s−1).
This distribution is not significantly different from a standard normal distribution shown as
the curve, although it is a small number statistics. This suggests that there is no systematic
offset between the redshifts measured by Cohen & Kneib (2002) and us; therefore, we add
the extra 34 redshift from Cohen & Kneib (2002) to our sample when applicable.
A.3 Sample Spectra
Figure A.5 shows example spectra of two typical absorption-line galaxies with i′=21.4 mag
and i′=21.8 mag, close to the magnitude limit of our sample. Multiple absorption features
are visible, including prominent CaK, CaH, Hδ, Hβ lines. See figure caption for description
of different lines.
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Figure A.5: Example spectra (the black line) of two typical galaxies with i′=21.4 mag and
i′=21.8 mag, close to the magnitude limit of our sample. The cyan line shows the template
spectrum. The red line shows the sky spectrum, arbitrarily shifted and renormalized, to
indicate where bright sky lines give rise to residuals. The positions of different spectral
features are indicated with vertical lines, and in both spectra there are multiple absorption
features identified, ensuring a secure redshift.
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